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Executive
Summary

Overview
Introduction
The District of Clearwater Council wishes to create a viable community
business plan which is intended to grow the local economy and attract
innovative entrepreneurs and a vibrant workforce. The purpose of this
Strategy (the Strategy) is to strengthen the economic base of the community
and contribute to sustainable prosperity for all residents and businesses.
The methodology for this report consisted of primary and secondary
research. Secondary data sources, statistics, documents and studies were
gathered, reviewed and synthesized to describe economic conditions in
Clearwater and the North Thompson area. Direct outreach to stakeholders
involved focus groups, business and community surveys, planning workshops
and regular meetings with the District and Community Economic
Development Task Force (CEDTF) throughout the project.

Current Situation
Clearwater’s population has declined slightly since 2001, but by 2019 it had
grown 10% from its low point in 2006. Household incomes are slightly lower
than the province but the average population age of 50 is much higher.
Projections call for modest growth over the next 22 years, when 305 new
residents may arrive. The economy is concentrated in services while
construction is the major goods producing sector. The region’s economic
base is less dependent on forestry than it once was.

The surveys conducted as part of this Strategy were consistent between the
business community and the public on most matters. The major difference
that did emerge was the satisfaction level with living in Clearwater, with
residents being much more positive than business respondents.
Respondents in both surveys indicated that tourism, retirement services,
agriculture, value-added wood and the public sector had the most potential.
The top priorities were helping existing businesses, attracting new residents
to the community, assisting entrepreneurs and start-ups and finally,
attracting new businesses. Regarding community economic development
goals, job creation, improving household incomes, maintaining quality of life
and growing the local population were the top four.
The natural environment, location, affordability and amenities that are
considered above average for a community its size are Clearwater’s core
strengths. Weaknesses relate to demographic change, notably high average
age of residents, weakening diversity as the forest industry scales back its
participation in the local economy, its status as a small rural community, and
the lack of economic infrastructure like natural gas that hinders potential.
Potential threats to community wealth and resiliency are linked to
population dynamics, mainly depopulation, regional inequality as senior
government transfers flow more to urban centres, the highly uncertain
forest industry and local barrier to change. Opportunities are extensive and
diverse but can be summarized in four key areas, primary industries not just
forestry but minerals and agriculture too, tourism, services and repositioning
the community to embrace change and transition to the future.
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Strategy Direction
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Strategies by Focus Area
Asset Development
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Broadband
Development Incentives
Gateway and Wayfinding Signage
Housing
Commercial Core Development
Employment Land Development
Campus of Care

Human Development
•
•
•
•
•

Sector Development
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial Forestry
Bioenergy and Alternative Forest Activities
Alternative Energy
Agriculture
Indoor Market
Valley-wide Tourism Product Development
Tourism and Recreation Development in
Provincial Parks

Skills and Talent Development
Work-at-home Attraction
Attracting Entrepreneurs
Health Care Professional Attraction and
Retention
Government Service Attraction

Social Development
•
•
•
•

Business Development
•
•
•

Research and Data Services
Business Retention and Expansion
Emergency Economic Preparedness

Dialogue on Community Development
First Nations Economic Reconciliation
Social Enterprise
Community Impact Benefit Agreement Policy

Market Development
•
•
•
•
•

Investment Readiness
Target Segments
Proof Points
Website
Place Marketing
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Implementation Timeline
2021

2022

2023

Broadband

Housing

Skills and Talent Development

Development Incentives

Commercial Core Development

Attracting Entrepreneurs

Gateway and Wayfinding Signage

Campus of Care

Dialogue on Community Development

Employment Land Development

Work-at-home Attraction

Social Enterprise

Health Care Professional Attraction
&Retention

Indoor Market

Community Impact Benefit Agreement
Policy

Government Service Attraction

Research and Data Services

Alternative Energy

First Nations Economic Reconciliation

Business Retention and Expansion

Agriculture

Commercial Forestry

Target Segments

Valley-wide Tourism Product Development

Bioenergy and Alternative Forest Activities

Website

Tourism and Recreation Development

Emergency Economic Preparedness

Proof Points

Place Marketing

Investment Readiness
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Implementation Process
The Action Plan schedule on pages 72-74 is a guideline for implementation of the strategy and its 31 initiatives over a three-year timeline. In practice, it could
easily take five years to implement for the following reasons:

•

Most initiatives require the involvement and participation of partners, something which must be actively pursued but is never guaranteed;

•

Program initiatives such as business retention are ongoing and incrementally add to the workload; as more of these are implemented less time is available
and there is less flexibility to undertake new initiatives;

•

Unforeseen events, positive or negative, will inevitably occur that require a tactical economic development response from the District; again, these
become part of the current workload and by necessity push off one or more planned activities.

Strategy implementation is meant to be organic and responsive to the changing socio-economic landscape, which is why the Priority rating on pages 72-74 are
meant to give the District some flexibility in when individual initiatives are launched.
The District should focus on developing annual work plans (page 81) that pull from the strategy, scaled to the resources and partnerships that can be
reasonably predicted. Similarly annual reporting (page 81) should measure performance of the annual work plan and not treat the strategy timeline in this
report as a concrete benchmark.
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Implementation Budget
Year 1
2021

Year 2
2022

Year 3
2023

Total

Revenues
Community Transition Recovery

$65,000

$65,000

$40,000

$170,000

DOC

$15,000

$15,000

$25,000

$55,000

Leveraged Funding

$15,000

$15,000

$25,000

$55,000

$95,000

$95,000

$90,000

$280,000

EDO Remuneration

$40,000

$40,000

$40,000

$120,000

Projects

$40,000

$45,000

$75,000

$160,000

$80,000

$85,000

$115,000

$280,000

Total Revenues

Expenditures

Total Expenditures
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1. Introduction
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Background

Community Economic Development Task Force

District of Clearwater Council is looking to create a viable community
business plan which is intended to retain, attract and create a healthy
community and economic business environment that reflects a diversity of
sustainable opportunities to grow the local economy, and attract innovative
entrepreneurs and a vibrant workforce.

A Community Economic Development Task Force (CEDTF) was established
to provide the District of Clearwater Council Economic Development
Committee of the Whole with feedback and advice on the community
economic development strategic planning process. It advised and made
recommendations to the Economic Development Committee of the Whole
throughout the course of study.

The District of Clearwater has successfully obtained funding, through the
Ministry of Social Development and Poverty Reduction’s Labour Market
Partnership, to complete an Economic Development Strategy. The
implementation of the Strategy will influence the District of Clearwater’s
Economic Development short- and long-term business planning.

Purpose

Methodology
The methodology for this report consisted of primary and secondary
research. Secondary data sources, statistics, documents and studies were
gathered, reviewed and synthesized to describe economic conditions in
Clearwater and the North Thompson area.

The purpose of the Strategy is to strengthen the economic base of the
community and contribute to sustainable prosperity for all residents and
businesses. The Strategy will set the future direction for economic
development to increase opportunities for the growth of existing
businesses, the establishment of new enterprises and increased
employment opportunities.

Direct outreach to stakeholders involved the following:

This Economic Development Strategy report is the second of two reports
delivered as part of this study. A Current Situation Report was delivered
under separate cover in August 2020.

• Planning workshops, September 2020, 15 participants; and

• Focus groups, June 2020 in Clearwater, 39 participants;
• Business survey, June 2020, 70 responses;
• Community survey, June 2020, 209 responses;
• Regular meetings with the District and CEDTF throughout the project.
A complete list of references, including focus group participants, is provided
in the Current Situation Report. Additional documentation cited in this
document is listed in Chapter 8.
12

Engagement Timeline
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2. The Situation Today
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Economic Indicators
Clearwater’s population has declined slightly since 2001, but it has
grown 10% from its low point in 2006. Household incomes are slightly
lower than the province but the average population age of 50 is much
higher. Projections call for modest growth over the next 22 years,
when 305 new residents may arrive. The economy is concentrated in
services while construction is the major goods producing sector. The
region’s economic base is less dependent on forestry than it once was.

Experienced Labour Force
2016
Population change
2006-2019

38%
Goods

62%
Median age of residents,

Services

2016

Population Projections to 2046

Top Industries by Employment
2016

130.0%
125.0%
120.0%

Clearwater’s population will increase
between now and 2041, but it will lag
BC and TNRD growth

Median personal income, 2015

115.0%
110.0%

Logging
Sawmills
Accommodation
Restaurants
Building Services

105.0%

Key Sectors

100.0%

Forestry

95.0%
90.0%

2019 2021 2023 2025 2027 2029 2031 2033 2035 2037 2039 2041
Clearwater and TNRD EA A
British Columbia

Thompson-Nicola RD

Number of business, 2020

Agriculture
Education
Pipeline Construction
Retail and Commercial
Tourism
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Key Assets
Clearwater’s strategic assets are primarily
natural comprising its location on Highway 5,
proximity to Wells Gray Provincial Park, and the
natural resource base. The built assets include
improving municipal infrastructure, recreation
amenities, affordable land, schools, and a
hospital that most similar-size communities do
not have. Telecommunication services are
average but could be substantially improved. A
resilient business community and institutions
help attract the people and investment that are
needed to expand and sustain the economic
base of the future. However, it is noted that the
recent departure of TRU from Clearwater is a
concern. Investment activity will have to
increase in the future to unlock economic
potential and generate the jobs and household
income that will keep Clearwater a viable
community.
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Economic Themes in Planning Documents
The District’s most recent major planning
document, its corporate strategic plan for
2019-2022, reinforces themes and priorities
first articulated in the 2012 OCP and the 2013
Infrastructure Master Plan. These can be
summarized as sector diversification, a growing
but fair tax base, interconnected downtown
areas and a culture of economic development
for local government, its partners and the
public. Economic development plans for the
community, including SFU (2019) and Peak
Solutions Consulting (2015), provided direction
for achieving these objectives, and while there
has been good success in implementation, the
severe downturn in local forestry activity since
2019 has forced the community to consider
new steps to economic transitioning. It is
evident that the Clearwater of the future will
have to embrace new growth opportunities if it
is to grow and prosper.
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Engagement Feedback
Two surveys were conducted to help prioritize the direction and content
of the Strategy, one with local businesses and the other with residents.
The feedback shows a consistent agreement between the business
community and the public on economic development goals, priorities
and sector opportunities, with some minor differences in rank.

Residents 64%
Businesses 29%

A significant difference did emerge when each group was asked about
satisfaction level with living in Clearwater. Residents were very positive
with 64% stating they were extremely of very satisfied, while only 29%
of business respondents said the same.
When asked about the level of growth they would like to see in the
community, the majority identified modest growth, followed by high
growth followed by low growth.

Respondents in both surveys were asked to rank sectors according to
their potential for future development. Tourism, retirement services,
agriculture, value-added wood and the public sector were seen as
having the most potential.
The top priorities were helping existing businesses, attracting new
residents to the community, assisting entrepreneurs and start-ups and
finally, attracting new businesses. Regarding community economic
development goals, job creation, improving household incomes,
maintaining quality of life and growing the local population were the
top four.

Level of growth you’d like to
see in the future

Percent saying they were
extremely or very satisfied
living in Clearwater

High
17%
Modest 67%
Low
13%

Sectors with the best future potential

•
•
•
•
•

Tourism
Retirement services
Agriculture and agri-food
Value-added woods products
Public sector

•
•
•
•
•

Pipeline maintenance
Telecommuting
Alternative energy
Home-based business
Transportation

Community development
priorities

Community development
goals

1. Help existing business
2. Attract new residents
3. Assist entrepreneurs
4. Attract new business

1. Job creation
2. Improve household incomes
3. Maintain quality of life
4. Grow local population
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Key Trends
COVID-19, political, economic, social, technological, environmental and legal trends are affecting the economic development landscape for rural
communities like Clearwater. The traditional economic building blocks of primary production and manufacturing are no longer growing and senior
governments have been de-investing in small communities for decades, whether it is through the closure of health care facilities or government offices.
Moreover, the ability to tap into and benefit from the surrounding natural resource base is becoming more precarious as the companies that control those
resources rationalize their production schemes and shrink their economic footprint into fewer and fewer communities.
The growth sectors of tomorrow will be in services, knowledge-led activities and professional and technical services. The global economy is being heavily
influenced if not led forward by major advances in technology. The growing adoption of technologies such as artificial intelligence is changing how advanced
economies will develop in the future.
In turn, economic development is increasingly focused on technology infrastructure, technology-led innovations and technology transfer. This is a major
challenge for rural communities who simply cannot compete with what major cities have to offer. Yet there is no reason smart communities only have to be
big. Small communities that embrace a knowledge-innovation-technology ethic can position themselves for success especially if they combine it with things
big cities don’t have—affordable land and housing, clean air and water, sustainable local food production and personal and household safety.
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Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats
The natural environment, location, affordability
and amenities that are considered above
average for a community its size are
Clearwater’s core strengths. Weaknesses relate
to demographic change, notably high average
age of residents, weakening diversity as the
forest industry scales back its participation in
the local economy, its status as a small rural
community, and the lack of economic
infrastructure like natural gas that hinders
potential. Potential threats to community
wealth and resiliency are linked to population
dynamics, mainly depopulation, regional
inequality as senior government transfers flow
more to urban centres, the highly uncertain
forest industry and local barrier to change.
Opportunities are extensive and diverse but can
be summarized in four key areas, primary
industries not just forestry but minerals and
agriculture too, tourism, services and
repositioning the community to embrace
change and transition to the future.
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3. Strategy Direction
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Principles
The following guiding principles support this Strategy in respect of how the District will interact with its partners, businesses and the public. The principles
serve as a foundational reference point for all strategic planning and remain fixed over time.
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Vision and Mission

Vision

Mission

Clearwater is a vibrant, safe and
friendly community with a
diverse economy. It is selfsufficient, independent and
enthusiastically welcomes the
investment, businesses and
people that will help it keep
growing and prosperous.

Our mission is to improve local
management of our natural
resources, nurture a
sustainable economy and
enhance local quality of life
through planning and
research, human, business
and partnership development,
community marketing and
sustainable District asset
development.
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Focus Areas
The Strategy has six focus areas including economic, human and social components that will complement sector, business and market development to
support community prosperity. Core assets such as infrastructure and land provide the District with a suite of tools to accommodate and encourage
population, business and visitation growth. Human development recognizes the importance of people to the economic development process, while Social
development targets networks and partnerships with non-business organizations that weave and hold the community together. Sector and business
development are closely related themes that emphasize core industries in conjunction with business retention, expansion and entrepreneurship that serve
as pathways to growing productive capacity of the local economy. Finally, market development refers to refining the community brand and reinforcing the
place making mandate so Clearwater can promote itself to the entrepreneurs, investors and innovators who will drive growth in the future.
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Goals
The following goals were identified based on
stakeholder feedback from community and business
surveys (May-June 2020), focus groups (June 2020) and
the planning workshop (September 2020). The goals
touch on fundamental outcomes including population
growth, town centre, diversification of the business and
tax base, jobs and destination development.
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How the Strategy Supports Sustainability
Broadband

Cultural


Gateway and Wayfinding Signing







Housing







Commercial Core Development









Employment Land Development
Campus of Care Node



Skills and Talent Development
Human
Development

Work-at-home Attraction



Attracting Entrepreneurs

Health Care Professional Attraction and Retention



Government Service Attraction

Social
Development

Social


Dialogue on Community Development



First Nations Economic Reconciliation



Social Enterprise



Community Impact Benefit Agreement Policy

Environmental



Development Incentives

Asset
Development

Economic
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How the Strategy Supports Sustainability
Cultural
Commercial Forestry

Sector
Development

Environmental





Alternative Energy





Agriculture









Indoor Market

Tourism and Recreation Development in Parks

Market
Development

Social

District energy and Alternative Forestry Activities





Tourism Product Development

Business
Development

Economic









Research and Data Services



Business Retention and Expansion





Emergency Economic Preparedness





Investment Readiness



Target Segments



Proof Points



Website







Place Marketing
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4. Strategy in Short
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5. Strategy in Full
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Asset Development
Broadband
According to the Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) broadband
connectivity has become an essential utility, as vital to community
development as electricity, water and transportation (FCM 2014). Fast,
affordable, reliable and scalable broadband is essential to the long-term
success of a community, to business competitiveness and to the health and
happiness of residents. Feedback during the engagement process identified
simple, day-to-day implications of poor services in Clearwater, for example
businesses unable to access video security services for their properties,
that any urban area would take for granted. The emerging work-at-home
phenomena cannot even be contemplated unless a community can offer
services that are at least competitive with their urban counterparts. All
future property developments, commercial, residential and institutional are
equally affected by the broadband issue.
The District has provided a letter of support to Mascon, one of the
community’s two service providers along with Telus, for funding assistance
from the Connecting BC Program. The program helps expand the level of
internet services that are required to maintain rural residents and
businesses. The project would see 120 megabytes per second made
available to Raft River Elementary and 60 nearby households. Once this

network investment is operational, it will allow residents, health care
providers, educators, government administrations and businesses an
opportunity to better deliver services and develop new solutions to stay
connected. Further, Telus is proposing to upgrade to new bands of
spectrum for 50/10 up and downloads speed improvement to 500 homes in
the Weyerhaeuser Subdivision area.
Actions

•

Develop an Intelligent Community Plan and Broadband Strategy that
identifies how the community will use digital infrastructure, information
and communications technologies.

•

Review municipal access agreement policies and revise as necessary to
make it easier, faster, and cheaper for facilities-based telecom service
providers to deploy fiber-optic infrastructure.

•

Develop infrastructure standards for the construction of civil works
necessary to support the deployment of fiber-optic cables and invest in
enabling this infrastructure.

•

Research a business case to build, own and operate a municipal
broadband utility to service the three business districts and all
residential areas.
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Smart Practice Rural Broadband
Kaslo is a small village located an hour’s drive north of Nelson on the shores of Kootenay Lake. The community is shrinking and ageing, with average
incomes well below the BC average, and low ethnic diversity. In 2016, the population of 1,025 was distributed across roughly 400 households, with
approximately 20% of these second residences.

Kaslo’s community-based efforts to improve connectivity emerged because it had struggled to obtain usable Internet bandwidth. The Kaslo InfoNet
Society (KiN) served rural areas around the community while the village itself was served by Telus and Nelson-based NetIdea, piggybacking on Telus
equipment. Available bandwidth was severely limited, and Telus made it clear it had no intention of extending fibre into such a small, remote market.
In 2013 the Columbia Basin Trust (CBT) approached the Village of Kaslo with a proposal to bring a 100 Mbps fibre link to Village offices at a cost of a
few hundred dollars a month, which the Village agreed to, with KiN tasked with administering the bandwidth. Through a series of shareholder loans,
KiN was able to build out both “air fibre” and trenched fibre in and around Kaslo, with assistance received from the federal Connecting Communities
program and the Northern Development Initiatives Trust. Rural residents were able to access gigabyte bandwidth, with better service and lower than
industry standard charges for comparable services.
KiN works closely with both the Village of Kaslo and Area D of the Regional District Central Kootenay and uses the Columbia Basin Broadband
Corporation as an intermediary, placing itself between the telcos and KiN. KiN has historically turned to federal, provincial, and foundational funding
for capital expenses, but its fibre investment, once in place, has a lifespan of at least 40 years, with little or no maintenance required. This allows KiN’s
pro forma financials to project quite healthily, by offering packages that feature faster, more reliable connectivity coupled with better bandwidth,
leading to increasing monthly cashflow with significant decreases in capital expenses and physical labour costs. Its plans and pricing are far more
competitive than Telus’s and helped attract a large share of the local market.

Community benefits included direct and indirect jobs and incomes through KiN, much more favourable positioning as a working and retirement
community, population growth and quality of life enhancement. (BC Rural Centre 2016)
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Asset Development
•

Identify one or two Internet of Things pilots to demonstrate the socioeconomic value of a digital ecosystem in action in a rural community.
This could include a partnership project in the arts and culture, health
or education sectors.

expanded to cover residential developments that address the community’s
core housing needs, which are in the multi-residential, rental and nonmarket segments. Ultimately, any exemption would be to expected to
increase the long-term tax base of the District.

•

Monitor and apply for federal government broadband infrastructure
funding programs.

Actions
•

Development Incentives
A municipal council may, by bylaw, exempt specific properties from
municipal property value taxes for up to 10 years to encourage economic,
social or environmental revitalization within a community (Ministry of
Municipal Affairs and Housing 2020). Currently, the District is considering a
bylaw to provide for a revitalization tax exemption for improvements of
more than $25,000 for commercial and mixed-use projects.
A tax exemption bylaw can be a useful tool in attracting new development
in the designated land use zones while supporting employment attraction
and diversification goals. While Clearwater Council is considering only
commercial and mixed-use developments, the exemption could be

•

•

Review other rural jurisdictions in BC so there is a full range of targets
and approaches the District can draw from in stimulating development
while addressing economic development and tax base objectives.
Examine potential exemptions that could support asset, social and
human development initiatives in this Strategy that address core
housing needs and related services (for example daycare spaces) that
would make Clearwater more attractive to in-migration.
Engage the development and business community to explore areas
where the revitalization tax could benefit new desired local
developments.

Gateway and Wayfinding Signing
When visitors come into Clearwater from the north or south on Highway 5,
highway signage is adequate for indicating where major services can be
33

Asset Development
found and directions for destinations like Well Gary Provincial Park. Offhighway signing and way finding can be confusing, however, and it is not
clear to visitors as to what they can find in the three business districts and
recreation and corridor options for moving about town. A gateway and
signing plan could be implemented over time as resources allow to
standardize design, highlight key stops and access points such as Dutch
Lake and provide visitors with much better guidance for moving about and
exploring the community.
Technology has mitigated the signing and way finding issue somewhat with
online search and map functions, but street signs will continue to play an
important role in way finding. It is noted that the regulatory environment
for signing is complex with provincial (highways and parks) and local (i.e.,
municipal roadways and buildings) components.

photographic details of signs, with GPS coordinates, to isolate issues.
The audit should include a review of marketing material prepared by
local tourism operators that provide navigational instructions, mapping
and site addressing and their compatibility with existing signing.
•

Prepare a signing manual with digital graphic standards for brand,
colours, typography requirements, materials and other guidelines for
use on signs as well as in print and digital media. Specific treatments
and specifications should also be provided.

•

Prioritize wayfinding to business districts, Dutch Lake and other
community destinations of interest.

•

Run an awareness campaign with local industry through the new
website to highlight the importance of including good navigational
instructions in marketing materials and coordinating with community
sign standards.

•

Promote marketing collateral that will reinforce road signing and
wayfinding instructions. Workshop suggestions included pad maps,
placemats and digital maps.

Actions
•

Conduct a signing audit to understand the experience of a visitor as
they move through the community. The audit should include all
commercial signing, including property business signing and Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure highway signs. Rather than a simple
visual reconnaissance, the audit should include written and

34

Asset Development
interest in building more speculative supply.

Housing
Clearwater’s housing stock, availability and affordability influences
population growth and economic activity. An adequate supply of affordable
housing in a form that appeals to potential in-migrants can unlock
investment activity and new business development. For example, the
housing supply is critical in supporting rural communities that desire to
draw in more families looking to leave larger urban centres but maintain
their current employment through work-at-home schemes. As the
population ages, housing preferences shift away from single-family
dwellings to more flexible and serviceable multi-unit complexes. The
following recommendations reflect those made in the recently-published
Housing Needs Report for the District (M’Akola Development Services
2020).
Actions
•

Include an affordability component in the housing section of the OCP.

•

Consult with developers and non-profit housing sector regarding the
best incentive programs and opportunities to increase developer

•

Publish and promote core housing need and rent affordability statistics
(using census and CMHC data) to developers and landlords to
encourage more affordable housing.

•

Allow increased density surrounding business districts to stimulate infill
and affordability. Possibilities include density bonusing and broadening
multi-family developments in single detached neighbourhoods.

•

Incentivize family and age-friendly rental housing of two and threebedroom units through the relaxation of parking requirements,
Development Cost Charge (DCC) rebates or reductions or tax deferrals.
The District has bylaws to reduce DCCs and extend tax exemptions for
affordable housing projects, which could be amended to encourage
other forms of housing.

•

Incentivize multiple and smaller units that will appeal to youth, retirees
and other market segments that may not be well matched to
conventional housing options. Alternative forms include micro-suites,
lock-off suites in multi-residential developments and tiny homes. A local
demonstration project could be launched to attract developer interest.
35

Asset Development
•

Develop a District land acquisition strategy with prioritization for multiresidential parcels that are well suited for family-friendly, work-at-home
and tiny-home uses that would ultimately attract developer and nonmarket housing organization interest.

Commercial Core Development
Clearwater is the main service and commercial centre for the North
Thompson. There are three distinct retail and commercial nodes, Riverside
Centre (centred around the Brookfield Plaza), Wells Gray Gateway along
Highway 5 by the Buy-Low shopping centre and Strawberry Flats.
For the past 45 years there has been a desire among the business
community to be located within the Wells Gray Gateway node with its
exposure to the highway and park visitor traffic. This node has attracted
much of the new institutional development (high school, Sportplex, public
library, health clinic) and residential development (affordable apartment
housing, serviced residential lots used for housing). It is connected to the
DOC sewer and water infrastructure.

Riverside Centre was a historical commercial centre, however, it is not
connected to the District’s sewer and water infrastructure. With the recent
investment by TMX to connect the Camp 2 industrial area to the District’s
water system, all of Riverside Centre is on the District water system. The
District has recently made a grant application to follow through on
expansion of the sewer system to come across Highway 5 along Old North
Thompson to Riverside Centre for future connection, which would make
development in the area more affordable and allow for more commercial
activities on the larger land parcels.
Actions
•

Continue dialogue with the land and building owners to encourage
development and support new investment interest and activity.

•

Work with land and building owners to develop prospectuses and
opportunity profiles for posting on the Invest BC website.

•

Work with local realtors to feature and profile commercial properties
and connect to their external networks to attract investment interest
and enquiries.
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Smart Practice Maintaining Retail Trade and Services
Sangudo is a hamlet in Alberta, population 320, located on Highway 43 along the Pembina River, 100 km northwest of Edmonton. Sangudo was
experiencing population loss, business closures and the threatened loss of the High School in 2005.
In April 2007, the Sangudo Community Development Council was registered as a Society to deal with these issues. In 2010 the community faced a
new challenge as the local butcher decided to retire and since he could not find a buyer for his shop closed his business down. In response, the
community formed the Sangudo Opportunity Development Cooperative (SODC). SODC worked with two local entrepreneurs who were interested in
the business and together they were able to keep the business operating. SODC raised local funds to purchase the building and then leased it to the
new operators. The new operators were given a three-year lease with the option to purchase at the end of the term. They ended up exercising the
option and ended up growing their staff to between 10 and 14 people, many of whom are under the age of 40 with younger families.
SODC was also instrumental in finding a new tenant in the building occupied by the Legion when it decided to close. Again, SODC raised local funds to
buy the building, renovated it, and then offered a lease agreement to two local entrepreneurs who started the Connections Coffee restaurant at the
site. Adding to these successes, SODC then proceeded to build a new detached home which they hope to as part of their efforts to attract young
families to the community. Consideration is being given to additions to the housing stock in the community. While the community ended up losing
its high school, it has been successful in maintaining their K-9 school and continue to draw families to the community.
Sangudo (2020)
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Asset Development
Employment Land Development

•

The DOC has close to 900 acres of zoned industrial land on four sites.
•

•

•

Vavenby industrial sites annexed to the District of Clearwater - The
former Canfor sawmill site is approximately 143 acres. It was recently
sold in two parcels, 75% to SmartLam and 25% to Simpcw First Nation.
Both parcels are in District boundaries (KTW 2020). The Weyerhaeuser
millsite now owned by Yellowhead Mines (Taseko Mines) is 178 acres
bordered by CN Rail.
The former Camp 2 sawmill site is approximately 83 acres and owned by
the TNRD. It is currently being used for a 550-person camp for the
construction of the TMX pipeline expansion. The DOC negotiated $4.0
million in contributions from TMX to connect the site to District water
system, coupled with expansion to the current lagoon system for
receiving the camps septic. The site has been resurfaced and leveled.
The former Clearwater Timber Products (CTP) Planer mill site on
Strawberry Flats is 45 acres and has been vacant since 1986. A further
26.3 acres of industrial land was used for lumber loading on the other
side of the river. The site is within the 200-year floodplain, making
industrial development risky, but it is well suited for greenhouse and
horticulture development.

The Airport and former Racetrack lands, totalling 536 acres, has
purchased from Canfor by SmartLam. Although it lacks the services of
the Camp 2 sawmill site it is across the road in reasonable proximity to
municipal services.

The first three sites have three-phase power and infrastructure to support a
variety of industrial activities. The proximity and size of the Airport and
Racetrack lands could be attractive to any development occurring at the
Camp 2 site. Overall, given, the existing infrastructure in place this gives
DOC a distinct advantage in industrial land supply in the area.
Actions
•

Work with the Agricultural Land Commission and TNRD to initiate
removal of the Camp 2 site from the Agriculture Land Reserve (ALR).

•

Begin planning with the TNRD to determine a future use and
configuration for the Camp 2 site once the TMX camp is closed.

•

Work with the TNRD and SmartLam to develop and implement a
targeted investment attraction plan for these parcels.

•

Prepare a prefeasibility assessment of agri-food production, including
greenhouses, on the Strawberry Flats site.
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Campus of Care Node
The DOC has the beginnings of a campus of care surrounding the Dr.
Helmcken Memorial Hospital, a 16-bed, Level 1 community hospital. It is
located just behind the BC Health Unit and beside the Evergreen Acres
Senior Citizens Home Society which operates a 44-unit housing complex
that offers independent living for low-income seniors. The Society has
bachelor, 1-bedroom and 2-bedroom suites available for rent geared to
incomes making it an affordable place for seniors to live. The facility has
been successful in obtaining funding for a further 20 units to be built in
2021.
In the same location as an annex to Dr. Helmcken Memorial Hospital is
Forest View Place which is a long-term care facility that has 19 permanent
long-term care beds and two beds for palliative and respite clients. A
private developer has property across the street from the hospital that has
been rezoned institutional and there is interest in creating additional
housing that would support independent living for seniors in this area.
The Campus of Care could build on the "wellness" concept to develop a
more holistic vision of health and overall well being for the entire
community. Additional services such as a dietician, naturopath, reiki and

more talks to a community that is looking for wellness in all aspects of life
and at all stages. A community committed to health is a valuable
characteristic and one that the DOC has always supported - the history of
the Community Recreation Healthy Living program is an excellent example.
Actions
•

Designate this area as a campus of care and map out the services
anticipated for future development.

•

As noted in the Housing strategy, work with developers to develop tiny
homes in high-density clusters that can cater to the growing retirement
population.

•

Promote, market and attract the campus of care node to land
developers, health care service providers and personal service
businesses that will create a strong service cluster. While some services
such as house cleaning or yard work may simply require matching local
entrepreneurs with new demand, other services such as attracting and
locating an optometrist, may require a more targeted marketing and
attraction campaign.
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Smart Practice Rural Campus of Care
In 2004, Lumby’s Paragon Wood Products shut down its cedar sawmill, following the closure of the Weyerhaeuser sawmill in 1999 on the same site.
The Lumby & District Community Services Society championed the Lumby Health Clinic and the building of the first independent living facilities at
Monashee Place in the mid 1970s. With its proximity to Vernon and its ageing population the Village began investigating the attraction of health care
services in its downtown core and diversifying its economic base.
The first development under this strategy was Saddle Mountain, with 40 units with 20 bachelor suites and 20 one-bedroom suites for seniors on lowincome. In 2010 ground was broken on the second phase of independent living in Lumby, Monashee Place, a 16-unit modular housing development
for low-income seniors and persons with disabilities. The two share a common building known as the Dogwood Lounge. Whitevalley Community
Resource Centre provides activities and meals through the Interior Health Authority funded Seniors Support program.
In 2013, Monashee Mews opened a 46-bed complex care in the centre of the community and has 10-bed unit for adults with brain injuries.
Monashee Mews alone provides 50 full and part-time jobs in Lumby and is now one of the larger employers.
These facilities are all clustered in Lumby’s downtown and
allows for easy walking to the communities’ retail and health
services. The campus of care has helped attract and diversify
the health services, retained family doctors, physiotherapist,
chiropractor, dentist, massage therapist among other
services, which in turn has made the community more
attractive to younger families.

LHC (2020), Saddle Mountain Place (2020)
Interior Health (2013), MHSD (2010)
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Skills and Talent Development
According to the Thompson Okanagan job forecasts presented in the
Current Situation Assessment, the leading industries for job openings in the
Thompson-Okanagan over the next 20 years will be in retail trade,
construction, public services (primarily health care and education) and
other services (including food services and drinking places). These
openings will occur through attrition and growth. For small rural
communities like Clearwater, the availability of labour can be a major factor
in an investment decision. Given the small community size and local labour
pool, it will be important to have incentives and programs available, first to
maximize the use of the existing labour force and second to facilitate the
inflow of workers should they be required.

Attracting and retaining skilled workers in small rural communities is
exacerbated by depopulation and the ageing workforce, with more workers
retiring from skilled positions than are being replaced by younger workers.
The loss of TRU from Clearwater is a major concern as education and
training services cluster in urban centres. Even if workers with the right
skills can be attracted to a community like Clearwater, retaining them is
challenging as job and career opportunities may be better elsewhere.

The resulting turnover creates churn in the local labour market and often
leads to supply shortages in critical areas. There is a need to boost post
secondary connections in the North Thompson Valley that will encourage
new training partnerships and programs.
Actions
•

Promote uptake of Labour Market Development Agreements and
associated programs like the Canada-BC Job grant and Bladerunners
that target young workers.

•

Work with training providers and educational institutions to identify
local solutions to labour shortages and recruitment of foreign workers
in occupations with provincial shortages.

•

Work with the federal government to update foreign worker regulations
and the Temporary Foreign Worker Program to better meet the labour
force needs of the tourism industry.

•

Work with employers to support the placement of professionals-intraining involving practica and internships in the community.

•

Work with Interior Health to recruit and retain skilled health care
workers.
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Work-at-home Attraction
Traditional economic development strategies rightly emphasize business
retention and attraction, but talent attraction is an emerging target
particularly in rural communities that can offer affordability and quality of
life advantages. Attracting individual workers who are self-employed, or
have the flexibility to work from anywhere, can yield immediate results as
the location decision involves a household rather than a multi-employee
business. In 2016, nearly half of Canadian employees worked from outside
one of their employer’s main offices for half the week or more, according to
Regus Canada. Some 39 per cent of respondents were working mostly work
from home and 11 per cent said they work exclusively from home. Over
half work remotely to remain productive while travelling to and from
meetings within the same city or in other cities (Benefits Canada 2017).
According to a 2016 Deloitte Survey, Canada’s largest generation in the
workforce – millennials – are particularly disposed to look for more
flexibility in their work because of how much they value work-life balance
(Deloitte 2017). In fact, millennials in the study were shown to value
remote working and flexible hours above all other factors except salary,
work-life balance, and opportunities for advancement.

The trend towards a mobile workforce benefits all involved. Employees gain
a better work-life balance and can gain household savings. Employers save
on occupancy costs, build their labour pool, gain labour productivity and
increase employee satisfaction. Communities expend less energy on
employment activity, benefit from reduced greenhouse gas emissions and
see improved health outcomes. From an economic perspective, remote
workers can diversify the economic base and raise household incomes as
many remote jobs are professional and technical services.
Actions
•

Ensure the broadband initiative in this Strategy is underway or
complete as a precursor to implementation.

•

Build a remote worker land page on the website with data resources,
success stories of local remote workers and a call to action, with a focus
on young, working families.

•

Incentivize people recruitment, for example forgivable loans to families
that bring their jobs to Clearwater for at least a year. This has been
applied widely in the US. Alternatives to outright grants are student
loan grants, mortgage assistance and free temporary accommodation
to facilitate in-migration and home searching.
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Smart Practice Attracting Remote Workers
COVID-19 has further heightened interest of communities in attracting remote workers by increasing both the numbers of remote workers and the
concerns some have about living in more densely populated areas. Almost all communities have some remote workers and, in principle, all
communities can compete for these workers. However, those that are most successful tend to be those featuring a high quality of life, comparatively
low costs of living, a welcoming attitude and an ability to successfully integrate newcomers, high quality broadband, and accessibility.
Even before COVID-19, many communities (particularly in the United States) identified remote workers as a key target in their attraction strategies.
Tech workers are particularly valued because they expand the local tech network, bring with them their own jobs, tend to be more mobile and easier
to attract than businesses, and have above average disposable incomes.
Communities such as Tulsa (Oklahoma), Shoals (Alabama), Topeka (Kansas), and Savannah (Georgia) have highly successful remote worker attraction
programs. These programs have drawn many workers and raised the profile of their community (Tulsa Remote generated more than 10,000
expressions of interest in the first year). While these US programs provide a financial incentive for relocation, the Director of Tulsa Remote indicated
that it is actually other services such as access to
co-working spaces, the opportunity to participate
in a community of similar workers (through events
and social media channels), and assistance in
finding housing that has been most critical to
attracting and retaining the remote workers.
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Attracting Entrepreneurs
The BC Provincial Nominee Program (BCPNP) is a way for high-demand
foreign workers and experienced entrepreneurs to gain permanent
residency in B.C. The BCPNP offers three pathways to become a permanent
resident in B.C., each having different categories a prospective immigrant
can apply under, depending on skill level, job or international student
status. Clearwater could utilize new immigrants in all three streams: Skilled
Immigration (e.g. health care professionals), Express Entry BC (e.g. skilled
trades), and Entrepreneur Immigration. The economic development office
could volunteer to participate in the Entrepreneur Immigration - Regional
Pilot program. It creates an innovative partnership between communities
and the provincial government to attract, recruit, select and integrate
foreign entrepreneurs to become new British Columbians.
Actions
•

Request a presentation from the Regional Economic Operations Branch
Regional Manager for Clearwater’s participation in the BCPNP pilot,
either the Entrepreneur Immigration stream or the Tech stream.

•

Establish a foreign entrepreneurs attraction plan with the assistance of
local partners and existing networks that could provide support for
entrepreneurs willing to settle in Clearwater. The focus should be on
younger entrepreneurs.

•

Host the foreign entrepreneur(s) and review their business concept to
ensure it aligns with the community’s economic priorities. Applicants
are not eligible unless they have physically visited the community prior
to receiving a referral. Foreign entrepreneurs referred by Clearwater are
placed in a separate registration pool dedicated to the pilot.
Registrations and applications are prioritized.

Health Care Professional Attraction and Retention
Many smaller rural communities struggle to attract and retain family
doctors and other health professionals. Clearwater is no different.
Historically, the community was able to attract professionals drawing on its
outdoor recreation offer, however, as national shortages have become
acute it has been unable to retain a satisfactory complement of health care
services. Clearwater is fortunate in having Dr. Helmcken Memorial Hospital,
which is fully staffed today, but there is a shortage of family physicians.
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Many communities are now aggressively recruiting health care positions
beyond what local health authorities and divisions of family practice would
normally do. The additional support targets attraction but especially
retention of locums and other professionals.

•

Work with service organizations to ensure new health care
professionals can access personal services, housing and other
family needs to ensure a smooth transition into the community.
Experience elsewhere suggests targeting services toward spouses can
be very effective in recruitment.

•

Evaluate establishing furnished short-term rental accommodation for
incoming health care professionals so they have access to a convenient
transition pathway to full-time accommodation. It might be possible to
establish a unit within an existing facility in the community.

•

If this program is successful, explore expanding it to include other high
demand professionals being sought.

Actions
•

Explore the medical professional attraction and retention programming
offered in Quesnel and the South Cariboo. Quesnel has been recognized
for the innovation and success of its medical professional recruitment
and retention program.

•

Hire a part-time health care professional recruitment coordinator who
would work with Interior Health on their recruitment program for
Clearwater.

•

Identify supporting services that should be targeted in Clearwater
including optometrist, masseuse and others beyond public health
system.

Government Service Attraction
At one time Clearwater was home to several provincial government
administration offices including Ministry of Highways, Ministry of Forests,
BC Parks and the School District. The Bear Creek Correctional Centre and
the federal salmon hatchery supplemented public service employment.
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Much of this employment and office locations are now lost and many
will not come back, however, there will be opportunities down the road to
selectively target provincial services based on regional equity and improved
access to the actual service area.
Actions
•

Draw up a list of potential provincial government offices that could be
located to Clearwater and draw up a business case for relocation.
Specific targets would include regional employment associated with
forestry, transportation, and parks operation currently administered out
of Kamloops.

•

Initiate discussions with the province on re-establishing government
offices to Clearwater.

•

Work with the province to re-establish a minimum-security correctional
centre in Clearwater.

•

Work with the Simpcw and the federal government to expand local
hatchery operations in Clearwater.
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Dialogue on Community Development
Participants in the engagement program indicated a desire for an ongoing
venue or forum where economic, social, cultural and environmental issues
could be individually and collectively discussed. It would provide residents,
businesses, community organizations and the District an opportunity to
express, listen and discuss issues and concerns on a wide variety of
community economic development topics. For the District it can help
inform policy while for stakeholders it can help build more common ground
for action. Dialogue is different from debate in that it prioritizes listening to
enhance understanding. It seeks common perspectives and goals and
allows participants to express their own interests while emphasizing
evidence-based analysis.

Actions
•

•

Host a Community Forum on the economy that would bring in outside
experts and speakers while addressing core issues in Clearwater,
affordable housing, access to natural resources, continuing care
facilities, broadband and First Nations economic reconciliation.

would reduce logistical challenges be more in line with Clearwater’s
volunteer capacity.

First Nations Economic Reconciliation
The District is within the traditional territory of the Simpcw First Nation and
the Canim Lake First Nation. The Simpcw are resident in the North
Thompson Valley and active in many areas of economic and business
development. The Simpcw Resources Group provides services in
environmental monitoring and management, economic partnerships with
other companies in the North Thompson Valley and training and skills
development. The Group has two joint-venture subsidiaries, one in
environmental services and the other in archaeology. The Nations’
economic development strategy prioritizes cultural tourism, recreational
tourism, visitor accommodation, gas station, agriculture, renewable energy,
forestry, aggregates and land development.
The District does not have a regular meeting schedule with the Simpcw but
it does participate in an annual (January) community to community forum
along with Sun Peaks, Barriere, and TNRD Areas, “A”, “B”, “O” and “P”.

Create a task force to plan, invite and host the event. A biennial event
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Actions
•

Work with economic development partners such as Community Futures on joint economic reconciliation opportunities and collaborative approaches
with Simpcw First Nation.

•

Explore formal collaboration on specific economic development and business development initiatives in the North Thompson Valley, for example on
future potential mining projects, bioenergy and Indigenous tourism.

•

Engage in joint resource management planning (e.g. forestry, mining, pipeline, parks) so there is a coordinated local perspective when dealing with
provincial land and resource managers.

Smart Practice First Nations Economic Collaboration
The Town of Osoyoos and the Osoyoos Indian Band have worked collaboratively in supporting
the development of strategic local tourism infrastructure. When the Band was developing the In
Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre the Town leveraged provincial funding to help pay for the
development of displays and exhibits. Later, as the Town worked towards replacing the old
Visitor Centre with a new Tourism Gateway Centre as part of the 2010 Olympic games initiative,
the Band financially supported the development of Indigenous component within the new
facility.

The Town is one of BC’s more successful resort communities while the Band is recognized
Canada-wide for its Nk’Mip Resort and Winery and tourism development success.
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Social Enterprise

Actions

The planning workshops for this Strategy indicated a high level of interest
amongst stakeholders for social enterprise as an innovation pathway. Small
rural communities like Clearwater do not have the critical mass of people
and business to deliver the sort of conventional entrepreneurship, skills
training and business development programs larger communities take for
granted. Social enterprises are broadly defined as organizations that make
money and deliver social benefits while doing so. They may be not-forprofits engaging in for-profit activity to supplement their revenue, or profitmaking companies pursuing not-for-profit community or environmental
work.

•

Consider adopting a social procurement framework that will maximize
the social value of all District purchasing, providing an impetus for a
local social enterprise culture and a springboard for other initiatives.

•

Create a local social enterprise network with partners to exchange
ideas, information and best practices. Host functions that will promote
best practices from other jurisdictions and connect social entrepreneurs
and social capital with local organizations to stimulate deal flow.

•

Explore the feasibility of a social enterprise incubator that would
develop showcase solutions to local needs in food security, health and
housing, arts and culture, and youth and young family worker co-ops.

•

Prepare a development concept for an arts and culture cooperative
space for a proposed indoor market (see Sector Development section).
The concept could include studio, gallery, education and workshop
space, but it would have to be led by a strong local champion in the arts
community.

•

Prepare a development concept for a sustainable year-round food
supply in Clearwater including potential for greenhouse production.

One of the ideas floated at the workshop was a wellness centre that would
aggregate health assets and combined with continuing care, training and
other services into a wellness package targeted at residents in need. Other
ideas brought forward would also be amenable to a social enterprise
approach, including small-scale food production, poverty reduction, arts
and culture initiatives, daycare services and homelessness solutions.
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Community Impact Benefit Agreement Policy

Actions

Impact Benefit Agreements (IBAs) are typically bilateral agreements struck
between private resource developers and impacted communities to ensure
the latter received benefits from extraction activities. IBAs are often
associated with Indigenous communities but they are increasingly being
negotiated for non-Indigenous communities. The purpose of the IBA from
the community perspective is to maximize local market and non-market
benefits while mitigating externalities associated with resource projects.
For the project proponent, engaging in equitable and fair procurement and
hiring practices and abiding by the principles of sustainable development
confers social licence while de-risking business and financial issues.

•

Identify the best practices for negotiating and implementing IBAs.

•

Develop a District policy for assessing the socio-economic impacts of
major resource developments on Crown land, intervening in regulatory
processes, negotiating with the Province and project proponents on
impact studies, mitigation strategies and monitoring procedures in
return for community support and social licence. The community
benefits negotiated with the Trans Mountain pipeline expansion can
serve as a template for the policy.

•

DOC should lobby for new funding to match what BC trusts are
receiving for assisting rural communities in transition. DOC has
advocated for inclusion in the Northern Development Initiative Trust
(NDIT) and removal from the Southern Interior Development Trust
(SIDT) but has been unsuccessful to date.

•

Advocate that SIDT set aside a funding program for rural communities in
transition. SIDT is aligned around priorities of large municipalities in the
Thompson-Okanagan-Kootenay. They did not share in the $10 million
provided to the Island Coastal Economic Trust for rural and small
community economic development.

There is precedent for broad regional benefit sharing agreements in BC, for
example the 2005 Fair Share agreement between the Province and
communities in the Peace region, and the Columbia Basin Trust agreement
in the Kootenays. These broad regional IBAs are not anticipated here, but
Clearwater could propose a community-scale IBA that focused more on
adapting Crown land and resource management to be more responsive to
local needs rather than simply revenue sharing.
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Sector Development
the Simpcw First Nation

Commercial Forestry
The forest industry in BC was built around access to a quality timber supply
that was in high demand by world markets. The industry’s footprint in rural
communities has been in a long and steady decline since the 1980s. In
2019, the last large sawmill in the area, Canfor’s Vavenby mill, closed
resulting in the loss of 175 direct jobs. Canfor also sold its timber licences
(TFL 18 and RFL A18688) with a total volume of approximately 470,750 m3
to Interfor who intends to process the timber at its Adams Lake sawmill
near Chase (Canfor 2008, FLNRO 2020a).

•

A $500,000 contribution from Canfor to the Wells Gray Community
Forest to allow for the purchase of tenure from the Simpcw (estimated
at 5,000 m3). (FLNRO 2020a)

The transfer agreement has some provisions of note for the District:

With most of the fibre now moving outside the community, the forest
sector is a shadow of its former self and no longer drives the local economic
base as it once did. Nevertheless, the forest resource is renewable and
industry conditions change over time. Clearwater should keep its eye on
forestry opportunities and not assume that the current situation will persist
indefinitely into the future.

•

Actions

•
•
•

Continued discussions with local secondary and value-added
manufacturers in the North and South Thompson, with the goal of
entering log purchasing and fibre supply agreements

•

Re-establish an available local fibre supply.
•

Continued discussions with the District of Clearwater to ensure a fibre
supply for the District Heating System

Work with the District of Clearwater Forestry Working Group (FWG) to quantify
fibre that can be made available for local value-added manufacturing.

•

Continued to with the collective contractor group in the North
Thompson

Engage with Interfor as they commit to making fibre supply available for local
value-added processing.

•

Work with government to determine a Cedar Hemlock partition-cut that could
lead to new fibre allocations locally.

Making 40,000 m3 of AAC from RFL A18688 available for purchase by
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•

•

Work with government to ensure the Timber Supply Apportionment process
allows for 3-5,000 m3 be allocated for Small Scale Salvage – forestry .

•

Work with Simpcw determining the viability and mechanism for the purchase of
further share of the existing forest licences.

•

Participate in area timber supply reviews with the goal of securing commercial
tenure from local licences.

•

Study Revelstoke’s partition of TFL 56 and how they operate their log sort yard.

Leverage local fibre to attract secondary wood processing.
•

Identify fibre characteristics and volume that Simpcw and the Wells Grey
Community Forest could target at a local wood processing facility

•

Support the Simpcw in their log sort yard efforts during Trans Mountain
pipeline construction and explore if a long-term local log sort is viable

•

Review the licence transfer between Hampton Forest Products and the
establishment of the Revelstoke Community Forest as a best practice in
community control over the local fibre supply.

•

•

Develop an investment attraction program for processing facilities that will
maximize local fibre sources.

•

Work with Interfor to monitor and report out on adherence to contractor hiring and
employment targets outlined in their transfer agreement with the
province (Instrument by Order Number 9 for TFL 18)

District Energy and Alternative Forestry Activities
With the decline in access to the wood resource and loss of sawmilling
capacity, DOC should move to secure a supply of wood waste for bioenergy
use in the community. The District has established a small District Heating
project and had plans for expansion through a supply agreement with
Canfor. The Order 9 provision attached to the licences transfers ensured the
DOC’s District Energy System was supplied with fibre. Further, there are
several craftspeople and entrepreneurs who use non-timber forest
products to supplement their income locally. There is potential for the
commercial utilization of non-timber products as well. The essential oil
facility developed by Young Living in Fort Nelson is a good example of
development potential.
Actions
•

Secure fibre sources for District energy production, as anticipated by
provincial licence provisions and investigate geothermal potential.

Work with existing forestry businesses to maintain operations and
enhance competitiveness.

•

Monitor and report adherence to provisions regarding the District energy
system.

•

•

Seek a long-term wood supply agreement that would allow a wood processor
to supply wood chips.

Develop an inventory and baseline of harvesting capacity, road building,
trucking and forestry service firms in Clearwater.
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•

•

Plan for an expanded system to incorporate other institutional facilities
such as the sportsplex, library, affordable living apartments, hospital and
Raft River School.

Promote commercial uses of botanical forest products.
•

Engage FPInnovations on non-timber forest product feasibility in the
Clearwater area.

•

Work with the FWG to identify and support commercial pilots of
forest botanicals

•

Identify and work with existing companies that might be interested in
using non-timber forest products in their operations.

Alternative Energy
The North Thompson is believed to have good geothermal potential
within close proximity to Clearwater. Specifically, Geological Survey of
Canada has highlighted that in the Anahim, Wells Gray-Clearwater and
Stikine volcanic belts that while these volcano regions have been mostly
dormant for 12,000 years, they have strong geothermal potential. In
addition, most municipalities are actively exploring alternative energy
solutions to reduce their carbon emissions, with solar and wind becoming
more cost effective and practical for municipalities to implement.

For example, in the City of Kamloops, one of the big of the eight “big moves” in
their proposed Climate Action Plan is towards renewable energy with a specific
focus on establishing community and neighbourhood scale renewable energy
systems and storage for long-term energy security and flexibility. Municipalities
are also finding innovative ways to generate electricity by using micro-hydro in
existing water infrastructure.
As these systems become more common place their costs become much more
attractive from an economic perspective. Already Clearwater has taken a
leadership role, recently winning the Southern Interior Local Government
Association’s Community Excellence award for Environmental Sustainability, for
its many green initiatives.
Actions
•

Conduct an energy audit of the community that inventories energy usage
and identifies means of reducing consumption to reduce costs.

•

Investigate expanding the District Energy project into utilizing solar, wind,
and geothermal to expand the local energy supplied and incorporate
residential neighbourhoods if can be done affordably.

•

Undertake a business plan to determine if the DOC should establish a
utility that could become a new revenue centre for the community.
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Agriculture

Actions

Agriculture makes a minor contribution to the region’s economic base, but
it plays a valuable lifestyle role. As noted in the Current Situation
Assessment, more agri-food production could tap into emerging concerns
about food quality, security and safety. Activity has traditionally been in
livestock operations with ancillary alfalfa and hay productions, but the
climate and soil are able to support most vegetable crops. Six of the
existing 26 farms in the region grow vegetables. The Covid-19 pandemic
has exposed weaknesses in the nation’s food supply chain and there
could emerge efforts to decentralize and diversify that supply chain to
some extent in the future.

•

Work with the Small-Scale Meat Producers Association, the BC Association
of Abattoirs, Fraser Basin Council and other agriculture organizations to use
their resources and programs for investigating the feasibility of a smallscale abattoir in the North Thompson.

•

Monitor senior policies and programs related to small-scale agriculture and
food production, including the Rural Slaughter Modernization intentions
paper by the Ministry of Agriculture.

•

Investigate the feasibility of a cooperative of pooled agriculture land
suitable for intensive agri-food production by tenant farmers. The land pool
could target good soil and growing parcels that are underutilized, with a
return to owners in the form of a modest rent in line with production
values. It may be possible to include youth farm plans on a demonstration
basis.

•

Research viability and work with farming community on
new protein production activity such as under-quota broiler chickens and
specialty meat products.

This could open opportunities for small communities to be more involved in
the production of commodities and food. Food Action North Thompson was
created to improve local food security and could play a role in moving
development forward through advocacy in the future for the local food
system through communication, education, and by championing local food
security initiatives.
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•

Promote agri-tourism and accommodation activities allowed in recent
change to the ALR.

•

Develop a set of local farm stories to inspire interest in local farming.

•

Develop a farm innovation workshop series with hands-on education,
training and learning.

•

Consider developing an Open Farm Day in the North Thompson Valley. It
would include educational workshops, product showcasing that connect
producers, educators, Innovators and buyers.

Indoor Market
An opportunity that is often found lacking in small communities, even
though there may be available commercial/retail space, are rental
opportunities in established shopping areas that vendors can hire on a shortterm basis for example, during peak summer or Christmas periods. The
market could utilize an existing building or be new but the latter would
require a significant investment of capital. Currently, a craft market that
operates in the Brookfield parking lot in the summer has no problem
attracting small vendors to its kiosks but there is no comparable
winter/indoor market.

One of the ideas brought up at the planning workshop was Westgate
Market in Salmon Arm, which itself was designed around the Granville
Street Market model where local vendors, services, and suppliers are
housed together in an open concept venue. There are two anchor tenants,
a climbing wall (under construction), boxing (gym), local artists, jewellery
shop, meats/deli, coffee shop and yoga studio. One of the keys to success is
a tenancy balance of one third each of retail, services and food. Westgate is
a privately run business based out of the old Canadian Tire
retail/warehouse building with several partners involved. Substantial
private investment was required.
Key questions for Clearwater include the level of consumer demand for the
market, merchant/vendor interest and potential for a corporate partner
and investor.
The District’s economic development office could offer business facilitation
services to merchants as part of their lease agreement. The services would
include business planning, financing assistance and operations consulting.
These services could be delivered through a partnership with other
economic development agencies such as Community Futures – Thompson
Country, Yellowhead Community Services, and the Clearwater and District
Chamber of Commerce.
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Actions

Valley-wide Tourism Product Development

•

Prepare a short development concept for an indoor market and
promote it to local merchants and potential investors. Visit and study
for best practices successful indoor markets including Gibsons Public
Market and Salmon Arm’s Westgate Market. If appropriate, approach
existing landlords to discuss indoor market potential, targeted at a size
and design to accommodate small, short-term lease spaces.

•

Develop a suite of packaged business facilitation services that would be
made available to tenants who negotiated leases.

•

Prepare a set of prefeasibility studies on service/trade opportunities
well suited to the indoor market space.

•

Setup and test a co-working or incubator space targeted at innovative
business or social enterprise concepts. Determine the “ideal customer”
of the workspace and tailor the final model around that entrepreneur.
Evaluate examples of successful stand-alone “maker space” or “coworking” spaces that are organized as for-profit, non-profit or cooperatives. Visit known models: “The Current” in Fort St. John and
(co)space by Yukonstruct in Whitehorse, Yukon.

Tourism is a major part of the economic base in Clearwater, more so
now that the forest industry has lost its local wood processing capacity. The
biggest gap and need in tourism currently are in destination and product
development. Marketing at the national, provincial, regional and local
levels is relatively well looked after. Destination Canada, Destination BC,
Thompson Okanagan Tourism Association and Tourism Wells Gray share
resources and coordinate the target markets to ensure all phases of the
planning and purchase cycle of visitors is covered. A 2019 destination
development strategy for the North Thompson Valley prepared by
Destination BC suggested that much more needed to be done on increasing
and improving the visitor experience in the valley. Five specific targets were
identified, geo-diversity, summer and winter adventures, cultural fusion,
and valley life. There is an opportunity for Clearwater to leverage this
strategy and achieve more tourism benefits to the community through
longer visitor stays and increased spending.

•

If successful, explore expanding to create an actual "make space" to
support crafting and processing activities at the site and further grow
the service offering of the space.

Actions
•

Support the development of market-ready trails including the North
Thompson Valley mountain biking trail initiative.

•

Support research and planning for an epic hut-to-hut experience on the
Clearwater to Murtle Lake trail.
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•

Encourage tourism operators to create, package, and deliver trail
experiences that blend interpretation of the natural, historical, cultural,
and industrial landscapes.

•

Develop one or two interpreted trail routes, using EQ standards for
content, photography, and storytelling and packaging these through
local DMOs. A trail specific itinerary page could be developed on the
norththompson.ca website as well.

•

Encourage operators to offer more winter activities, including new day
tours. Ice walking, sled dog tours, Nordic, downhill and heli-skiing, and
winter sports.

•

Identify winter staging area infrastructural needs, particularly where
existing parking lots are no longer adequate.

•

Investigate a new fall, winter, or spring festival.

•

Continue to develop geotourism activities to increase the ability of the
proposed area to act as a de facto park if an application were to be
developed.

•

Identify opportunities to further develop eco-tourism activities in the
shoulder seasons, such as bird watching and dark sky activities.

•

Work with existing small resorts to further develop the fishing
opportunities.

Tourism and Recreation Development in Provincial Parks
Wells Gray Provincial Park, and other provincial parks in the region,
represent strategic assets for the local tourism industry as they host many
outstanding natural features of interest and attract a variety of regional,
national and international visitor markets. Management plans for the
parks, notably Wells Gray, are stale dated and while the priority of BC Parks
remains conservation the plans do not reflect the true tourism potential of
these assets or the role parks could play as community economic
generators.
A distinct but related issue are the efforts undertaken over the last decade
to achieve World Heritage Site and Global Geopark designations for the
Wells Gray area as a way of elevating international awareness of
Clearwater’s geo-tourism potential. None of these efforts have borne fruit
to date, but considerable groundwork has been laid and it may be
worthwhile for the community to re-examine the merits of designation as a
catalyst for tourism marketing, product and destination development.
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Actions
•

•
•

•

Advocate for more investment in Wells Gray capital, including
maintenance of park infrastructure, expanded egress, stakeholder
process, roads, and visitor services.
Create better access to exceptional natural features such as volcanic
landforms and geo-sites, and winter access to frozen waterfalls.
Promote investment in non-traditional infrastructure (such as yurts) to
increase visitor interest and work with BC Parks to identify winter use
tour opportunities in Wells Gray
Lobby to expand the number of campsites in Wells Gray Park at

Clearwater Lake which is often over-capacity in summer.
•

Extend the season for the sani-dump and campsite at the North
Thompson Provincial Park to allow longer stays for RV travellers.

•

Request that BC Parks immediately fix the washout on Clearwater River
Road and restore full resident, business and visitor access in 2021.

•

Seek designation of Clearwater River Road as an essential community
asset that is to be maintained for commercial use by rafting companies.

•

Prepare and submit to BC Parks recommended policy and management
direction statements based on the above recommendations for
consideration in the current management planning process.
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Hydro and Canada Post.

Research and Data Services
One of the key roles of economic development practice is to deliver
research and data to local and external businesses. It can help with the
understanding of local assets and markets and inform investment decisions
for new or expanded operations. Most economic development offices
gather, create, curate, and disseminate demographic, economic, sector and
other socio-community information to help with their own planning and
decision making. That research is linked to many different operating
functions, including strategic planning, communications, partnership
development, marketing, investment attraction and business development.
Actions
•

Develop a GIS-based, searchable web portal with business climate,
business establishment, industry/sector, land use, infrastructure, labour
market and major project data.

•

Create a local economic dashboard that reports key DOC and Regional
District economic indicators.

•

Use non-conventional data sources to create new insights into the
regional economy, for example Telus Insights, ESRI, WorkSafeBC, BC

•

Consider a data strategy for the District that provides access to data and
streamlined procurement, for example through the adoption of open
contracting and social procurement concepts.

Business Retention and Expansion
Business Retention and Expansion (BRE) is the core discipline in economic
development. As many as 90% of all jobs created in a community derive
from existing businesses. And existing businesses have insights into local
supply chains that can guide investment attraction. BRE services are
standardized around business visitation and outreach, or Business Care,
and while the outcomes and metrics may vary, the most important
outcome is to get to know local companies and business leaders. This can
generate a better understanding of the business community, better
identifies the needs of business clients and where/when they need
support, facilitates networking, and helps the community become tactical
when it comes to investment attraction. Executing a BRE program requires
structure and an action-oriented approach with outreach targets.
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Actions

Emergency Economic Preparedness

•

Assemble best practice research on BRE programming (BC government
materials).

•

Identify the list of businesses/companies to be surveyed in a six-month
BRE pilot that includes visitation and outreach, data collection and
aftercare.

•

Establish a BRE tracking program using Executive Pulse that can help
flag opportunities and problems.

Clearwater has been exposed to several emergency events in the last five
years, including COVID-19 and wildfires which have exerted severe
dislocation on the local economy. As the frequency of similar events
increases, Clearwater should be prepared with pre-event mitigation
measures, mobilization of assistance to businesses during event occurrence
and post-event recovery.

•

Continue to conduct BRE visitation in the District at a manageable
interview rate, 1 business/week, and enlist partners like the Chamber
and Community Futures where appropriate.

•

Conduct an interview program with the arts and crafts entrepreneurs
to identify what supports would be useful. Explore linking these
individuals into the Indoor Market concept.

•

Evaluate the pilot, refine programming and launch full BRE program in
2022.

Actions
•

Review and update the Economic Disaster response package (UNBC
model) and maintain the database of economic preparedness, response
and recovery resources for business.

•

Prepare a pre-disaster economic recovery plan for the District that
would identify mitigation for financial and other impacts.

•

Maintain standardized surveys and questions for quick rollout.

•

Continue the annual disaster scenario planning and refine the response
and recovery program directed to business survival.

•

Adapt BRE programming to trigger services for vulnerable and at-risk
firms during times of crisis.
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Smart Practice Rural Business Retention and Expansion
The City of Quesnel is currently implementing their economic development transition strategy. One of the key themes in this strategy is the business
and residential retention and attraction. In Quesnel, business retention, expansion and attraction are central to their entire economic development
approach. Therefore, while the City is implementing a new brand in the community, efforts are being made to ensure the existing businesses fit
clearly within the efforts to reposition the community with investment attraction designed to complement those services and activities already in
place locally. The City has undertaken a business walks program to ensure they have a formal process to hear directly from the business community
and follows up with the various business issues. Quesnel also leverages programs like Love Northern BC to further provide support to their local
business community.
City of Quesnel (2020)
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Investment Readiness
A community becomes investment-ready by identifying and promoting
lands, properties and major projects that will host the investment and jobs
of tomorrow. Clearwater has the former Canfor lands and the TMX
construction camp land, which is owned by the TNRD but within DOC and
connected to DOC sewer and water. There are commercial and light
industrial properties closer to the three business districts that over time
will develop and contribute to the gradual infill of the community, and
potentially contribute to stronger economic clusters.
Actions
•

Develop an interactive map of land and buildings, scraping from District,
Landcor, Canadian Real Estate Association data and Trade and
Investment BC websites.

•

Review and amend zoning bylaws to remove impediments to future
market uses.

•

Identify the infrastructure needs and costs for unlocking the
development potential of undeveloped and un-serviced commercial
lots.

•

Work with industrial landowners near the serviced TMX property to
connect to water infrastructure.

•

Identify potential industrial tenants and/or investors for industrial lands
as well as potential businesses for hotel and accommodation and target
them through direct outreach.

Target Segments
Based on an assessment of Clearwater assets and advantages, economic
base, and labour and housing markets, a list of primary targets for
investment attraction has been identified. The list has three components,
sector-based that represent export and traded activities, provision of local
services, and finally professionals, lifestyle workers and creative individuals.
Each has a different linkage to a community asset or advantage. For
example, people would be attracted by Clearwater’s quality of life
attributes, while sectors would be drawn by the availability of raw materials
such as wood fibre.
•

Services
•

personal and business services

•

home-based businesses
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•

•

Sectors

Proof Points

•

value-added wood manufacture

•

agri-food production

•

transportation and
warehousing

•

renewable energy

•

tourism and hospitality

The District has been consistent in the past when messaging senior
governments and industry about the community’s infrastructure and
service needs. This groundwork will need to be reinforced as more
expansive outreach is undertaken and bigger asks are made for critical
improvements in things like broadband and housing. It is important that
the economic development messaging be communicated in a manner that
is consistent with the objectives of this Strategy and other District plans.
Proof points are bits of evidence, factual or emotional, that strengthen the
case for a project or program when the EDO or District is communicating
with residents, businesses, industry or government.

People
•

Young families

•

lifestyle lone wolves,
entrepreneurs, knowledge
workers

•

innovative and creative
individuals, artists, and musicians

•

remote workers

•

health care professionals

•

temporary foreign workers

Actions
•

Develop a set of proof points for use by the District to inform and
engage the community on economic development topics. These points
can be used to reinforce with positive language how economic, social
and environmental initiatives can move together, allowing proponents
to stay on message, and stakeholders to see trade-offs and benefits.
Short, one or two paragraph proof points that describe how current
developments are contributing to a future vision should be prepared for
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business centre development, active transportation, broadband and
affordable housing.

•

Develop templates and talking points to guide print and electronic
communications and clarify public and private sectors roles.

Website
Websites and social media platforms are powerful frontline tools in
economic development, whether that is attracting investment, promoting
opportunities, engaging businesses or otherwise supporting job growth and
diversification. An economic development website can be a purveyor of
economic information, but perhaps more importantly, it can broadcast the
community story, support the brand promise and let viewers know what
makes the community tick. It is about inspiring interest and enquiries about
Clearwater as a place to live, work and visit. A dedicated website would
better equip economic development by showcasing assets and advantages
to prospective investors and decision-makers.
Actions

•

Create an Economic Development website, either as a page within the
existing municipal site or as a dedicated site with a unique domain.

The focus of the website would be promoting the brand, telling the
story and celebrating local entrepreneurs and business successes.

•

Align the website with https://norththompson.ca/, with comparable
design and audio-visual standards.

•

Build a landing page that promotes Clearwater today, its history and its
vision for the future, using people, neighbourhood and small businessoriented narratives and stories. The landing page should be about
Clearwater’s unique sense of place, not economic data, and focus on
younger working families, remote workers and entrepreneurs.

•

Assemble and compile community information and data on
demographics, labour market, economic base, key sectors,
development activity, the development process, infrastructure
availability and local business costs.

•

Build a reporting dashboard so stakeholders have access to relevant
socio-economic metrics and news that is local and regional.

•

Build local story boards (pages) featuring local entrepreneurs and their
personal stories about why they live, work and invest in Clearwater.
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Place Marketing
Investment promotion and attraction are an integral part of economic
development that is most effective when executed cohesively as part of the
community’s BRE activities. BRE provides insights into local businesses, the
local supply chain and the economic inputs that drive investment and
employment creation. In effect, the best perspective for understanding
attraction opportunities is through the lens of businesses who are currently
on the ground in the community. They can provide insights on local
advantages that can be activated in the context of global industry,
consumer and technology trends and changes. The global trends
perspective is an important one. Currently for example, geopolitics and
COVID19 have created a new paradigm of place marketing and investment
promotion for cities and regions.
Communities like Clearwater can offer a de-risked environment for remote
workers, land-intensive development or logistics activities that take
advantage of the Highway 5 corridor, as examples. Clearwater can build a
foundation of place marketing around these economic advantages and its
quality of life, livability and affordability offerings to make a compelling
case for investment. Actual opportunities will come and go as companies
seek out location opportunities for their operations and their employees.

Smaller facilities and smaller offices that target work-from-home trends are
important to take notice of. The global pandemic appears to be accelerating
deurbanization, which in Canada at least is being hastened by a
continuously rising city housing market.
Actions
•

Use social media and similar tools, linked through the website, to serve
as an invitation for conversations with external markets and calls to
action.

•

Develop a set of Clearwater success stories that includes video and
written profiles of new residents describing their experience of moving
to the community.

•

Use community members to leverage their social networks to spread
the message and promote Clearwater to their peers.

•

Provide images and infographics to animate social media messages, stay
relevant and increase spread.

•

Create evidence-based value propositions with sector-specific
narratives, opportunity descriptions and case examples.
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Smart Practice Investment Attraction
Village of Canal Flats One Page FDI Action Plan
INVESTMENT READINESS: LAND

✓ Support the strengthening of employment lands market readiness (including related building assets).

Development initiatives in Canal Flats were spurred by the
2015 closure of a Canfor mill which had been in operation for
100 years. The Village had faced a 7% decline in its population
from 2011 to 2016. Factors complicating economic revival
include geographic location in the south end of the Columbia
Valley, a small community size, and a school that faced
imminent closure with further declines in the student
population. Their one-page action plan for investment
attraction focuses on development and marketing of its land
assets.

1. Support BID Group (political, administrative) discussion with BC Government to obtain
Environmental Certificate of Compliance that releases industrial lands for re-subdivision.
2. Complete Industrial Land Strategy via BC Rural Dividend Fund grant.
3. Support BID Group re-subdivision (an eventuality) through planning process/amendments.
4. Explore municipal tools, tax incentives, program supports, policies to improve market readiness.
5. Assess community economic infrastructure asset enhancements and/or gaps (e.g. fibre network
connection), and address.
6. Maintain employment lands database for lead generation conversation with investors.
7. Explore policy options and pass Land Use Bylaw amendments that better enable work-live
developments.
8. Work with owners of vacant industrial/commercial land to improve visual appeal component of
market readiness (site maintenance, signage, etc.).
INVESTMENT READINESS: MARKETING

✓Support the marketing of investment opportunities. Actions:
1. Generate sector and opportunity specific investment profiles – completed as part of ICCI
funding.
2. Update Village of Canal Flats Investment Guide – completed as part of ICCI funding.
3. Redesign Village of Canal Flats website to focus more effectively on salesmanship around
community development vision and investment opportunities – ongoing, investment content
completed as part of ICCI funding, website to be fully completed in Spring 2018.
4. List vacant land and building opportunities on Village of Canal Flats website.
5. Draft additional land/business opportunity sheets as required.
6. Maintain business leads contact list and facilitate investment process.
7. Socialize Canal Flats vision and investment opportunities through regional and provincial
networks.
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Resourcing Implementation
This Strategy can be implemented in one of three ways, or combination
thereof.

•

maintain the status quo and parcel out responsibility for initiatives to
District staff, the Task Force and partners;

•

contract out initiatives or work packages to external consultants; or

•

designate and resource an internal business/economic development
office and officer.

The implementation of the 2011 and 2015 economic development
strategies relied on the first option, and while numerous initiatives were
successfully executed, others were not because other priorities intervened
or designated organizations did not follow through. The second option is
seldom used but can work if an existing department or CAO assumes
responsibility and has the time and budget for oversight and project
management. The third option is based on the concept of matching the
work programs and expected outcomes identified in the Strategy with a
baseline allocation of human and financial resources, commensurate with
what would typically be undertaken by a rural community economic
development office. The pros and cons of each, based on five criteria, are
outlined in the accompanying graphic, with the highest rating given to the

EDO (third) option.
There is a minimum annual budget threshold for an economic development
office consisting of occupancy costs, overhead, payroll and individual
project funding. The single most-important management decision is
defining, recruiting, orienting, and supporting the economic development
officer (EDO). An emphasis on engagement and outreach with the business
community and other stakeholders will maintain some momentum around
opportunity development, investment activity, job retention and wealth
creation. Grant writing is an essential task as it will secure financial support
to keep projects moving forward and partners engaged. The EDO will have
to have a mix of experience, expertise and inter-personal skills to fulfill
implementation and make a difference on the achievement of expected
outcomes for the District. Insights and knowledge of the local history,
economic transition, and business conditions will facilitate delivery.
The District has secured $170,000 through the Community Transition
Recovery program that can be used to implement the Strategy through to
March 31, 2023. This will present some challenges, as the action plan
following is for a three-year period, ending December 31, 2023. The total
recommended baseline budget for this term is $195,000, plus whatever
leveraged funding can be secured in support of individual projects.
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Resourcing Implementation
Actions
•

The District should create a business development office with one parttime EDO, to be contracted by the District for a trial and pending
satisfactory work performance the remaining term. The position would
report to the CAO and be tasked with implementation of the Strategy.

•

The recommended budget for the operation of a business development
office is $280,000 inclusive for three years. Approximately $40,000
annually is for EDO remuneration for a three-day work week. The
remaining budget is for the implementation of special projects that are
outlined in this Strategy. It is assumed DOC contributions would be
matched by leveraged project funding.

•

The CEDTF should be reappointed as an advisory committee to Council
to support implementation.

•

The District should prepare a contract, job description, administrative
support to be provided by the District, policies and procedures and
other documentation as deemed appropriate. The District must retain
the necessary legal advice in preparation of these documents.
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Action Planning – Budget Summary
Account

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Total

Revenues

Community Transition
Recovery

$65,000

$65,000

$40,000

$170,000

DOC

$15,000

$15,000

$25,000

$55,000

Leveraged Funding

$15,000

$15,000

$25,000

$55,000

$95,000

$95,000

$90,000

$280,000

$40,000

$40,000

$40,000

$120,000

Broadband case
$15,000
Website $25,000

Signing plan $25,000
Incubator $20,000

Festival $15,000
Forum hosting $15,000
Farm day $25,000
Image bank/content
$20,000

$160,000

$80,000

$85,000

$115,000

$280,000

Total Revenues
Expenditures
EDO Remuneration
Projects

Total Expenditures
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Action Planning – Years 1 to 3
YEAR 1

2021

Focus Area
Asset Development

Human Development

Social Development

Strategy

Priority

Broadband

High

Development Incentives

Flex

Gateway and Wayfinding Signage

Flex

Employment Land Development

High

Health Care Professional Attraction and Retention

High

Government Service Attraction

Flex

First Nations Economic Reconciliation

Moderate

Commercial Forestry

High

Bioenergy and Alternative Forest Activities

High

Business Development

Emergency Economic Preparedness

Flex

Market Development

Investment Readiness

Flex

High: top priority for implementation
Moderate: second-order priority,
suitable for implementation if resources
and time allow and partners motivated
Flex: third-order priority, best suited for
partial implementation if resources and
time allow, but can be deferred
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YEAR 2

2022

Focus Area
Asset Development

Strategy

Priority

Housing

Moderate

Commercial Core Development

Moderate

Campus of Care

Moderate

Human Development

Work-at-home Attraction

Moderate

Sector Development

Indoor Market

Business Development

Research and Data Services

Moderate

Business Retention and Expansion

Moderate

Target Segments

Moderate

Market Development

Flex

Website

High

Proof Points

Flex

High: top priority for implementation
Moderate: second-order priority,
suitable for implementation if resources
and time allow and partners motivated
Flex: third-order priority, best suited for
partial implementation if resources and
time allow, but can be deferred
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YEAR 3

2023

Focus Area
Human Development

Social Development

Sector Development

Market Development

Strategy
Skills and Talent Development

Priority
Flex

Attracting Entrepreneurs

Moderate

Dialogue on Community Development

Moderate

Social Enterprise

Flex

Community Impact Benefit Agreement

Flex

Agriculture

High: top priority for implementation
Moderate: second-order priority,
suitable for implementation if resources
and time allow and partners motivated

Moderate

Alternative Energy

Flex

Valley-wide Tourism Product Development

High

Tourism and Recreation Development in Provincial
Parks

High

Place Marketing

High

Flex: third-order priority, best suited for
partial implementation if resources and
time allow, but can be deferred
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Action Planning – Focus Area
Asset Development
Strategy

Resource Commitment

Timing

Partners

Broadband

Major time commitment
$15,000 business case

2021 Q3 – 2022 Q3

Internet Service Providers, BC Rural Centre,
WGCF, SD 73, TNRD, IHA, CDCOC

Development Incentives

Minor time commitment

2021 Q3

Developers, real estate reps

Gateway and Wayfinding Signage

Minor time commitment
$25,000 signing plan

2021 Q3

BC Parks, MOTI, CDCOC, business community

Housing

Moderate time commitment

2022 – ongoing

Land owners, developers, builders, non-market
housing sector, BC Housing, YCSS, Evergreen
Acres Senior Housing Society, WGCF

Commercial Core Development

Moderate time commitment

2022 – ongoing

Property owners, real estate sector, landlords,
Real Estate Council of BC, FLNRO

Employment Land Development

Moderate time commitment

2021 Q2 – ongoing

Major industry, real estate sector, property
owners, landlords, Real Estate Council of BC,
FLNRO, TNRD

Campus of Care

Moderate time commitment

2022 - ongoing

Interior Health, Dr. Helmcken Memorial
Hospital, Rural and Remote Division of Family
Practice team (Clearwater Chapter), Evergreen
Acres Senior Housing Society
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Human Development
Strategy

Resource Commitment

Timing

Partners

Skills and Talent Development

Minor time commitment

2023 - ongoing

CDCOC, TNRD, TRU, IHA, YCS, CFTC, larger
employers

Work-at-home Attraction

Minor time commitment

2022 - ongoing

CDCOC, TNRD, WorkBC, CFTC

Attracting Entrepreneurs

Moderate time commitment

2023 – ongoing

PNP Program, IRCC, FLNRO

Health Care Professional Attraction and
Retention

Moderate time commitment

2021 Q2 - ongoing

IHA, Dr. Helmcken Memorial Hospital, Rural and
Remote Division of Family Practice team
(Clearwater Chapter), CDCOC

Government Service Attraction

Minor time commitment

2021 Q3 - ongoing

Province of BC, FLNRO, RSTBC, BC Parks
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Social Development
Strategy

Resource Commitment

Timing

Partners

Dialogue on Community Development

Minor time commitment
$15,000 hosting forum

2023 - ongoing

CDCOC, TNRD, TRU, TMX, Simpcw Nation

First Nations Economic Reconciliation

Minor time commitment

2021 Q3 - ongoing

TNRD, Simpcw Nation, Canim Lake
(Tsq'escen’), BC Ministry of Indigenous Relations
and Reconciliation

Social Enterprise

Moderate time commitment

2023 - ongoing

CDCOC, health care providers, community
groups, YCS, CDCOC, BC Rural Centre

Community Impact Benefit Agreement
Policy

Minor time commitment

2023

TNRD
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Sector Development
Strategy

Resource Commitment

Timing

Partners

Commercial Forestry

Major time commitment

2021 Q1 - ongoing

FLNRORD, Simpcw Nation, FWG, WGCF

Bioenergy and Alternative Forest Activities

Moderate time commitment

2021 Q2 - ongoing

FLNRORD, Simpcw Nation, WGCF

Alternative Energy

Minor time commitment

2023 - ongoing

FLNRORD, Simpcw Nation

Agriculture

Moderate time commitment
$15,000 workshop series and
Open Farm Day (one-time cost)
$10,000 recurring

2023 – ongoing

MAL, industry, SCMPA, BAA, FBC

Indoor Market

Major time commitment
$20,000 incubator services

2022

Brookfield landlord, merchants, CFTC, BDC

Tourism Product Development

Moderate time commitment
$15,000 festival development

2023

Tourism Wells Gray, tourism operators,
accommodators

Tourism and Recreation Development in
Provincial Parks

Moderate time commitment

2023

BC Parks, Tourism Wells Gray
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Business Development
Strategy

Resource Commitment

Timing

Partners

Research and Data Services

Minor time commitment

2022 – ongoing

BC Stats, DataBC, JEDC, Trade and Invest BC,
Statistics Canada, BC Rural Centre

Business Retention and Expansion

Major time commitment

2022 – ongoing

CDCOC, FLNRORD, JEDC

Emergency Economic Preparedness

Moderate time commitment

2021 Q4 - ongoing

CDCOC, FLNRORD, TCA, JEDC
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Action Planning – Focus Area
Market Development
Strategy

Resource Commitment

Timing

Partners

Investment Readiness

Minor time commitment

2021 Q4

CDCOC

Target Segments

Minor time commitment

2022

Tourism Wells Gray

Proof Points

Minor time commitment

2022

CDCOC

Website

Major time commitment
$25,000 design/build

2022

Tourism Wells Gray, CDCOC

Place Marketing

Moderate time commitment
$20,000 content writing and
image bank

2023

TNRD, TRU, Tourism Wells Gray, CDCOC
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Performance Measurement
Performance measurement allows an organization to track its successes,
demonstrate the value of its activities and ensure that its efforts remain
focused. Performance measurement is an accountability framework that
supports internal decision making and external communications. It does so
by aligning vision, goals and strategies and then identifying a list of
indicators that can be used to track, monitor and report out on progress of
strategy implementation. Some indicators are readily available from
published sources, while others may have to be created internally. It is
important, therefore, to understand the indicators but also their source so
the organization can prepare in advance to activate the performance
measurement system. For Clearwater, the measures selected can all be
collected regularly, at least annually. They can then be used to benchmark
implementation, support communications and contribute to a more
effective allocation of resources. The measures on the following page are
directly linked to initiatives associated with the six focus areas.
There are three components of a performance measurement framework
recommended as part of this Strategy. The indicators used to report on the
progress will vary somewhat from year to year, depending on the nature
and stage of the initiatives implemented. The following measures are
directly linked to initiatives associated with the Strategy’s six focus areas.

Actions
• Annual work plan - These will define specific priorities and initiatives,
allocate responsibilities, identify partner organizations and detail the
annual budget. They will also define the key indicators that will be used
to measure the results of the key initiatives.
•

Annual report – Reports will provide updates on progress made in
implementing the Strategy, including reporting on the key inputs, the
activities implemented, the outputs generated, and the actual and
projected outcomes in the short and medium term. Most of the data
will be initiative specific.

•

Dashboard reporting – Regular reporting on community economic
markers will populate the website dashboard, feed into decision-making
and inform preparation of the annual work plan. Examples of key
indicators, most of which will be drawn from secondary sources, include
new infrastructure investments, the value of building permits, housing
starts, major projects, regional employment and unemployment data,
household income, business licensing, park visitation, visitor centre
attendance, hotel occupancies, MRDT revenues, commercial and
industrial vacancy rates, and education and training activity.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The Council for the District of Clearwater is looking to create a viable community business plan
which is intended to retain, attract and create a healthy community and economic business
environment that reflects a diversity of sustainable opportunities to grow the local economy,
and attract innovative entrepreneurs and a vibrant workforce.
The District of Clearwater has successfully obtained funding to complete an Economic
Development Strategy, the results of the strategy will influence the District of Clearwater’s
Economic Development short- and long-term business planning.

1.2 Purpose
The purpose of the strategy is to strengthen the economic base of the community and
contribute to sustainable prosperity for all residents and businesses. The strategy will set the
future direction for economic development to increase opportunities for the growth of existing
businesses, the establishment of new enterprises and increased employment opportunities.
This Current Situation Report is the first of two reports that will be delivered as part of this
study. The Economic Development Strategy which will present recommendations for action
and the implementation plan will be the second report.

1.3 Community Economic Development Task Force
A Community Economic Development Task Force (CEDTF) has been established to provide the
District of Clearwater Council Economic Development Committee of the Whole with feedback
and advice on community economic development strategic planning initiatives, be proactive by
informing the process of drafting the community economic development strategy.
The CEDTF is to establish a process that is open, transparent and meaningful to the community.
It will primarily advise and make recommendations to the Economic Development Committee
of the Whole on these matters.

1.4 Methodology
The methodology for this report consisted of primary and secondary research. Secondary data
sources, statistics, documents and studies were gathered, reviewed and synthesized to
interpret economic conditions in Clearwater and the North Thompson area. A list of all cited
references and personal communications is provided in Chapter 11.
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2 What are the key demographic trends in Clearwater?
2.1 Population
Table 1 outlines the population change within the District of Clearwater and Thompson-Nicola
Regional District (TNRD) Electoral Area A between 2001 and 2016 and compares this to the
province. As illustrated, the Clearwater and TNRD Electoral Area A has lost just over 13% of its
population over the period and has lagged the provincial growth rate by a noticeable margin.

Table 1 Population Change and Compared to BC, 2001 and 2016
Population

2001
2006
2011
2016

Clearwater and
TNRD EA A
4,400
3,895
3,865
3,815

Percentage Change
Clearwater and
TRND EA A
100.0%
88.5%
87.84%
86.70%

BC
4,076,880
4,241,690
4,499,140
4,859,250

BC
100.00%
104.00%
110.40%
119.20%

Statistics Canada (2007) (2017a)

Table 2 shows the age characteristics for residents of the District of Clearwater and ThompsonNicola Regional District (TNRD) Electoral Area A in 2001 and 2016.1 In 2001, the population was
much younger when compared to the province, but over time it has drifted toward the
provincial average. Even so, the Clearwater area has slightly more youth and fewer retirees. The
greatest disparity is the under-representation in the 20-44 age group and over-representation
in the 45-64 age group.

Table 2 Population by Age Group, 2001 and 2016
District of Clearwater and TNRD A
2001

2016

British Columbia
2001

2016

Age 0 - 19

1,275

29.0%

865

22.4%

25.0%

20.4%

Age 20 - 44

1,470

33.5%

885

22.9%

36.3%

32.1%

Age 45 - 64

1,195

27.2%

1,430

37.0%

25.1%

29.2%

450

10.3%

690

17.8%

13.6%

18.3%

4,390

100.0%

3,870

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Age 65+
Total

Source: Statistics Canada (2001) (2017a)

1

The District of Clearwater was incorporated in 2008, prior to this the population was included in the Thompson
Nicola Regional District Electoral Area A.
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The shift towards an older demographic is further illustrated by the change in median age over
time (Table 3). Between 2001 and 2016 the median age in the District of Clearwater and TNRD
Electoral Area A climbed from 37.8 years to 50.3 years. This trend has diverged from the change
in median age at the provincial level with the District of Clearwater and TNRD Electoral AREA A
going from having a lower median age than the province in 2001 to having a much higher
median age in 2016. Within the Area, the District of Clearwater had a median was 45.6 years in
2016 compared to 51.6 years in the TNRD Electoral Area A.

Table 3 Median Age in Years, 2001 to 2016
2001

2006

2011

2016

District of Clearwater and TNRD A

37.8

44.5

47.9

50.3

British Columbia

38.4

40.8

41.9

43

Source: Statistics Canada (2001a) (2007) (2012) (2017a)

The population projections shown in Figure 1 come from the BC Stats PEOPLE projection model.
BC is projected to experience growth of 15.1% between today and 2041. Projected growth for
the District of Clearwater and TNRD Electoral Area A will lag this with growth forecasted at 8.2%
over the 2019 to 2041 period. Interestingly, the larger TNRD is forecast to increase faster than
the province in general, growing at 25.4%. The TNRD growth will be driven by growth in the City
of Kamloops.

Figure 1 Population Projections and Compared to BC, 2020-2041
130.0%
125.0%
120.0%
115.0%
110.0%
105.0%
100.0%
95.0%
90.0%
2019

2021

2023

2025

Clearwater and TNRD EA A

2027

2029

2031

2033

Thompson-Nicola RD

Source: BC Stats (2020)
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2.2 Income
As seen in Table 4, the median income for men in the Clearwater and TNRD Electoral Area A
was slightly below the level observed at the provincial level in 2015. Meanwhile, local women
have incomes that are noticeably below their provincial counterparts. Incomes in the area have
risen quicker between 2005 and 2015 than at the provincial level.

Table 4 Clearwater, Area A, BC Median Individual Income, 2005- 2015
Change
2005

2010

2015

2005-2015

Clearwater and Area A
Male

$30,389

$ 34,543

$39,565

130%

Female

$13,607

$ 20,142

$21,510

158%

Total

$18,720

$ 24,908

$28,575

153%

Male

$32,375

$35,625

$40,370

125%

Female

$20,458

$23,625

$27,545

135%

Total

$25,722

$28,765

$33,010

128%

British Columbia

Source: Statistics Canada (1996)(2013)(2017a)

Figure 2 outlines the total personal income for the District of Clearwater and the TNRD Electoral
Area A between 2014 and 2017. As illustrated, collectively total personal income has grown
from $121 million in 2014 to $132 million in 2017, an increase of 9.1%.

Figure 2 Total Personal Income, 2014 to 2017
$140
$120

($ Millions)

$100
$80
$60
$40
$20
$-

2014

2015

2016

2017

TNRD A

$45

$48

$41

$48

Clearwater

$76

$76

$82

$84

Source: CRA (2020)
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Further, a closer look as outlined in Figure 3 highlights that 61.4% of total personal income is
derived from employment income and makes up the largest share. This is followed by 20.7%
from pension income and 5.9% from investment income. By comparison, at the provincial level
employment income makes up 59.7% of total personal income while pension income makes up
14.5% and investment income 15.2%.

Figure 3 Total Personal Income Shares, 2017
Social Benefit
Payments
Self-Employment6%

Other Income
3%

Income
3%
Investment Income
6%

Pension Income
21%

Employment Income
61%

Source: CRA (2020)

3 What is the composition of the labour market?
3.1 Census Data
Table 5 compares the District of Clearwater and TNRD Electoral Area A’s goods-producing and
service-producing labour forces and British Columbia for three census periods, 2001, 2011 and
2016. Over this fifteen-year period the area has seen its labour force contract by -21.1%,
compared to growth of 32.6% for the province. Its goods producing sector has decreased by 31.5%, with labour force decline of -315, compared to growth seen at the provincial level of
20.8% over the period. Meanwhile, the services producing sector also declined y -12.9%
compared to growth of 35.9% at the provincial level.
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Table 5 Allocation of Employment to Goods and Services Production, 2001, 2011
and 2016
Clearwater and TNRD A

BC

Industry Class

2001

2011

2016

% Change

% Change

Goods producing

1,000

550

685

-31.5%

20.8%

Service producing

1,280

1,265

1,115

-12.9%

35.9%

Total

2,280

1,815

1,800

-21.1%

32.6%

Source: Statistics Canada (2001b)(2011)(2018)

Table 6 shows the labour force industries at the 3-digit North American Industrial Classification
System (NAICS) level for the 15 largest labour force categories in the District of Clearwater and
TNRD Electoral Area A. In 2016, only four sectors contribute over 100 each to the labour force
including: logging, sawmilling, travel accommodation, and restaurants. With the closure of the
Canfor sawmill in 2019, sawmilling will have now dropped out of this category.
There are several government services that also contribute to local employment including
hospitals, elementary and secondary schools, provincial public administration, other federal
government services (i.e., post office), and local, municipal and regional public administration.

Table 6 Fifteen Largest Labour Force Categories by Industry, 2016
Male
Logging
Sawmills and wood preservation
Traveler accommodation
Full-service restaurants and limited service eating places
Services to buildings and dwellings
Hospitals
Elementary and secondary schools
Support activities for forestry
Grocery stores
Highway, street and bridge construction
Provincial public administration
Farms (except Greenhouses and Aquaculture)
Other federal government public administration
Local, municipal and regional public administration
Recreational vehicle (RV) parks and recreational camps
Source: Statistics Canada (2018)
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185
110
35
25
45
10
15
60
15
50
25
20
5
15
20

Female Total
10
25
90
80
40
70
65
10
50
10
20
20
30
15
10

195
135
115
105
85
80
80
70
65
60
45
40
35
30
30
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Table 7 indicates the share of the labour force in the District of Clearwater and TNRD Electoral
Area A in 2016 by occupation rather than industry. The largest occupation group for men
(31.7%) is trades, transportation and equipment operators and related occupations, conversely
it is one of the smallest categories for women. Sales and service occupations is the largest
category for women (34.4%) and fourth largest for men (11.2%).

Table 7 Percentage Share of Labour Force by Occupation, 2016
Management occupations
Business; finance and administration occupations
Natural & applied sciences & related occ.
Health occupations
Occ. in education; law and social; comm & gov services
Occupations in art; culture; recreation and sport
Sales and service occupations
Trades; transport & equip. operators & related occ.
Natural resources; agriculture & related production occ.
Occupations in manufacturing and utilities
Total

Male

Female

Total

6.8%
2.9%
11.7%
2.4%
5.9%
0.0%
11.2%
31.7%
18.5%
8.8%
100.0%

8.4%
18.8%
1.3%
10.4%
13.6%
2.6%
34.4%
2.6%
6.5%
1.3%
100.0%

8.1%
9.5%
6.7%
5.9%
9.2%
0.6%
21.6%
19.3%
13.2%
5.9%
100.0%

Source: Statistics Canada (2017a)

Average annual wages in BC by major industry are shown in Table 8. Industries involved in
goods production had a slightly higher (7.3%) average wage in 2019, $30.99 versus $28.88. This
illustrates the importance of these jobs to overall community income.

Table 8 Average Annual Wages in BC for Full-time Workers by Major Industry,
Current Dollars, 2015-19
Industry
Total employees, all industries
Goods-producing sector
Services-producing sector

2015
26.58
27.88
26.21

2016
27.07
28.18
26.75

2017
27.41
28.80
27.00

2018
28.49
30.14
28.01

2019
29.34
30.99
28.88

Source: Statistics Canada (2020)

In the District and Area A, there are major differences across industries with the highest
employment income coming from the industrial sectors like forestry and logging, mining, and
manufacturing. With the recent closure of the Canfor sawmill most of the manufacturing jobs
and an undetermined number of local forestry and logging jobs outlined in the Table above
have now been lost.
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Table 9 shows median employment income for major industries in 2015, obtained from the
census. Employment income includes all income received as wages, salaries and commissions
from paid employment and net self-employment. In the District and Area A, there are major
differences across industries with the highest employment income coming from the industrial
sectors like forestry and logging, mining, and manufacturing. With the recent closure of the
Canfor sawmill most of the manufacturing jobs and an undetermined number of local forestry
and logging jobs outlined in the Table above have now been lost.

Table 9 Median Employment Income by Industry, 2015
Male
11 Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting
113 Forestry and logging
21 Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction
22 Utilities
23 Construction
31-33 Manufacturing
321 Wood product manufacturing
41 Wholesale trade
44-45 Retail trade
48-49 Transportation and warehousing
51 Information and cultural industries
52 Finance and insurance
53 Real estate and rental and leasing
54 Professional, scientific and technical services
55 Management of companies and enterprises
56 Admin & support, waste mang. & remediation services
61 Educational services
62 Health care and social assistance
71 Arts, entertainment and recreation
72 Accommodation and food services
81 Other services (except public administration)
91 Public administration
All Industry Categories

Female

310
200

55
25

25
0
185
140
125
0
45
90
10
5
0
45
0
70
25
40
0
80
35
50
1155

5
0
25
35
20
10
135
30
5
20
10
25
0
75
65
160
40
180
45
70
990

Total

Median
Income

365 $34,690
225
$66,860
30 $108,785
0 na
210 $45,095
175 $57,065
145
$58,465
10 $56,800
180 $21,745
120 $56,740
15 $44,310
25 $46,715
10 $28,750
70 $42,605
0 $37,570
145 $21,390
90 $47,860
200 $39,615
40 $28,515
260 $13,620
80 $28,225
120 $59,545
2145 $37,730

Source: Statistics Canada (2016a)(2017b)

In Table 10 employment income and wage, salaries and commission income for the District of
Clearwater and TNRD Electoral Area by highest level of education and compared to the
provincial average.
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Table 10 Employment Income by Highest Level of Education, 2015
Employment income
statistics

Total Highest
certificate,
diploma or
degree

No
certificate,
diploma or
degree

Secondary
(high) school
diploma or
equivalency
certificate

Apprenticesh
ip or trades
certificate or
diploma

Trades cert.
or diploma
other than
Cert. of
Apprenticesh
ip or
Certificate of
Qualification

Certificate of
Apprenticesh
ip or
Certificate of
Qualification

College,
CEGEP or
other nonuniversity
certificate or
diploma

University
certificate or
diploma
below
bachelor
level

University
certificate,
diploma or
degree at
bachelor
level or
above

Bachelor's
degree

University certificate,
diploma or degree
above bachelor level

District of Clearwater
Total

1965

455

605

225

110

115

400

50

220

150

70

w employ income

1410

250

455

160

80

80

350

45

150

115

35

$27,491

$8,948

$28,867

$36,640

$36,726

$33,676

$27,492

$30,558

$46,045

$45,552

$73,898

1290

225

420

155

75

75

315

45

135

110

25

$28,000

$7,427

$33,427

$40,462

$25,594

$53,023

$29,784

$26,317

$49,924

$45,970

$0

1265

385

395

190

80

110

190

35

70

40

25

880

210

300

165

65

100

135

20

45

30

20

$26,048

$12,324

$31,337

$32,847

$21,293

$32,958

$21,346

$0

$44,850

$0

$0

785

195

275

150

60

90

110

15

40

25

15

$26,980

$11,317

$31,325

$34,173

$21,338

$34,287

$38,053

$0

$44,822

$0

$0

$31,707

$14,817

$23,917

$40,381

$30,629

$49,972

$35,509

$32,133

$45,012

$41,643

$54,222

$33,428

$14,736

$24,671

$43,900

$33,071

$53,523

$37,044

$33,849

$47,249

$43,634

$57,411

median income
w wages, salaries &
comm.
median income
TNRD Electoral Area A
Total
w employ income
median income
w wages, salaries &
comm.
median income
British Columbia
Median
employment
income
Median wages,
salaries and
commissions

Source: Statistics Canada (2016b)
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The median employment income is defined above while wage salary and commission income is
defined as the gross wages and salaries before deductions for such items as income taxes,
pension plan contributions and employment insurance premiums during the reference period
and therefore is larger than employment income defined above.
As illustrated, those with Bachelor and University degrees in the Clearwater and TNRD Electoral
Area A typically earned more than their provincial counterparts while those with less education
tended to earn less then those with similar educational levels elsewhere in the province.

3.2 Labour Market Outlook
Work BC does regular projections of the provincial and regional labour market with reference
to both industry and occupational trends. In British Columbia, five industries will account for
about half of the total job openings projected over the next 10 years. They are:
•
•
•
•
•

Health Care and Social Assistance
Professional, Scientific and Technical Services
Retail Trade
Accommodation and Food Services
Educational Services

Construction will also be strong, but manufacturing and the forest industries will lag overall
economic growth. Forestry is in a period of adjustment as the annual timber supply declines to
a long-term sustainable level. The industry is expected to reduce employment by 1 percent per
year over the next 10 years, after which employment is expected to stabilize. Manufacturing
employment is also expected to be flat. Continuing productivity growth through technology and
a focus on higher value market segments will raise GDP but no employment. (Government of
BC 2019)
The following occupations will have the most openings over the next 10 years:
•
•
•
•
•

Registered nurses and registered psychiatric nurses
Elementary school and kindergarten teachers
Financial auditors and accountants
Secondary school teachers
Information systems analysts and consultants

Regional projections are shown in Table 11 Employment and Job Openings by Development
Region. In the Thompson-Okanagan, 95,600 job openings are projected over the next 10 years,
71% of which will be replacement of existing positions.
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Table 11 Employment and Job Openings by Development Region
Region

10-year Employment
Growth Rate
2019 - 2029

Employment
2019

Vancouver Island/Coast
Mainland/Southwest
Thompson-Okanagan
Kootenay
Cariboo
Northeast
North Coast & Nechako
British Columbia

402,000
1,623,000
260,000
72,000
82,000
39,000
44,000
2,521,000

0.9%
1.0%
1.0%
0.7%
0.7%
2.1%
0.3%
1.0%

Expansion

Job Openings
2019-2029
Replacement

37,600
177,300
27,300
4,900
5,200
9,500
1,100
263,000

106,200
371,300
68,300
19,000
16,200
8,400
8,800
598,000

Total

143,800
548,600
95,600
23,900
21,400
18,000
9,900
861,000

Source: Government of BC (2019)

The top industry job openings in the Thompson-Okanagan will be in retail trade, construction,
public services (primarily health care and education) and other services (Table 12). Rural
communities will presumably benefit from service job growth only if their populations are on
the rise, thereby creating new demand. This is especially true for public services which draw
government investment in relation to population ratios.

Table 12 Job openings by industry for Thompson-Okanagan, 2019-2029
Industry

Employment
2019

Other retail trade (excluding
cars and personal care)
Ambulatory health care
services
Construction
Food services and drinking
places
Hospitals
Elementary and secondary
schools
Business, building and other
support services
Repair, personal and nonprofit services
Legal, accounting, design, research, and advertising
services
Social assistance

20192024

20242029

20192029

Annual
Replacement
Rate

Job Openings
2019-2029

Employment Growth Rate
Expansion

Replacement

Total

25,230

1.3%

1.3%

1.3%

3,530

5,910

9,440

2.2%

11,020

1.5%

2.2%

1.8%

2,250

3,370

5,620

2.8%

28,120

0.0%

-1.1%

-0.5%

-1,830

7,160

5,320

2.6%

17,260

1.5%

1.6%

1.5%

2,890

2,390

5,280

1.3%

14,630

0.4%

1.0%

0.7%

1,040

4,100

5,140

2.7%

11,450

1.1%

1.3%

1.2%

1,440

3,590

5,030

2.9%

9,100

1.8%

1.8%

1.8%

1,780

2,500

4,280

2.5%

11,830

1.0%

0.9%

0.9%

1,150

2,850

4,000

2.3%

6,680

3.4%

1.3%

2.4%

1,800

1,980

3,780

2.5%

8,990

1.2%

1.1%

1.2%

1,130

2,450

3,580

2.6%

Source: Government of BC (2019)
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4 What is the economic base of Clearwater?
The theory and practice of economic development is closely associated with the concept of
economic base, which is usually interpreted as the engine that drives the economy of the
community. It is the sector or sectors providing exports from the local area to the rest of the
world. For a community like Clearwater, it is activities like forestry, mining and tourism that
bring new money into the local economy that is so important. Without it a community will
either die or become dependent on non-employment sources of income such as transfer
payments and pensions.
Growth in the export sector is seen as the route to greater income and wealth for the
community. This does not always involve major projects such as mill facilities or large mines, it
can also include tourism, health care, retirement, education, small-scale manufacturing and
technical services like software programming.
The following discussion identifies the current economic base in 2016 using two analytical
techniques, location quotients and shift-share analysis. It is recognized that recent changes in
the forestry industry and Covid-19 date this analysis, however, until the next census is
performed in 2021 it will not be possible to accurately characterise change in Clearwater’s
economic base that reflects these events.

4.1 Employment Concentration
Location quotients are ratios that compare a community’s concentration of its labour force by
industry to a benchmark area, in our case here the province of BC.
Table 13 shows location quotients greater than one for Clearwater in 2016 and preceding
census periods. A location quotient of greater than one indicates the community has a greater
share of its employment in that industry than the province, and vice versa, less than one
indicates proportionately less employment.
A location quotient of greater than “1” is said to signify the presence of some form of
competitive advantage that underlies the economic base. In Clearwater and TNRD Electoral
Area A, agriculture and forestry, administrative and support services and accommodation and
food services stand out. Manufacturing focused on primary wood manufacturing traditionally
had a coefficient above 1. However, in 2011 there was an extending shut down at the Canfor
sawmill, the last large wood processor in the area. In 2019, this mill closed permanently.
Separately, there has been an increase in employment in pipeline construction in recent years.
Both events mean there has already been a significant shift in employment since 2016.
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Table 13 Location Quotients, 2001, 2011, 2016
2001

2011

2016

Trend

Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting
Admin & support, waste management and remed'n services

4.18
0.33

4.88
1.10

6.00
1.48

↑
↑

Accommodation and food services
Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction
Manufacturing
Construction
Public administration
Transportation and warehousing
Health care and social assistance
Other services (except public administration)
Arts, entertainment and recreation
Retail trade
Educational services
Professional, scientific and technical services
Finance and insurance
Information and cultural industries
Real estate and rental and leasing
Wholesale trade
Utilities
Management of companies and enterprises

1.36
0.62
2.19
0.92
0.97
1.07
0.46
0.62
1.23
0.68
0.97
0.67
0.16
0.42
0.21
0.16
0.00
0.00

1.89
3.76
0.08
1.44
1.28
1.38
0.90
0.64
0.64
0.84
0.92
0.28
0.25
0.00
0.30
0.25
0.00
0.00

1.38
1.31
1.28
1.20
1.09
1.08
0.85
0.80
0.73
0.72
0.58
0.41
0.31
0.26
0.21
0.14
0.00
0.00

↔
↑
↓
↑
↑
↔
↑
↑
↓
↔
↓
↓
↑
↓
↔
↔
↔
↔

Source: Statistics Canada (2001b) (2011) (2018)

4.2 Shift and Share of the Labour Force
The same labour force data used in the above table is modelled differently to illustrate the
shifting structure of the economy in Table 11. The location quotient analysis has already
demonstrated that comparative advantages may exist whether an industry grew or not (e.g.
Accommodation services). The District of Clearwater and Electoral Area A lost 160 jobs between
2001 and 2016, and the shift-share analysis attempts to shed some light on that decline by
breaking down employment change by industry into three components:
•

Growth or decline associated with provincial total employment growth. If provincial
employment is growing, then it is reasonable to expect regional and industry growth to be
increasing as well. This provincial growth effect is determined by multiplying 2001 base
employment by the percentage change in total BC employment between 2001 and 2016.
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•

•

Growth or decline associated with provincial industry employment growth. The industry
mix is calculated by multiplying 2001 base employment by the percentage change in overall
employment between 2001 and 2016 in BC, for that industry.
Growth or decline attributable to conditions in the local area. This third component is the
residual of the other two factors. This local competitive effect is arrived at by multiplying
the 2001 base employment by the percentage change in that industry’s employment
between 2001 and 2016 in Clearwater, less the percentage change in the industry for BC.

In Table 14, the shift-share analysis is run to see how the industrial sectors performed in the
District of Clearwater and the TNRD Electoral Area A over the 2001 to 2016 period. As
illustrated, among the industries locally, only two had positive local area competitiveness
rankings and included administration and support, waste management and remediation
services; health and social assistance; and mining, quarrying and oil and gas extraction.

Table 14 Shift-Share Analysis of Major Industries, 2001 and 2016
Provincial Industry
Growth
Mix

Local
Competitiveness

Total

Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting
Mining, quarrying, & oil & gas extraction

122
3

(18)
10

(119)
6

(15)
20

Utilities
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Transportation and warehousing
Information and cultural industries
Finance and insurance
Real estate and rental and leasing
Prof, scientific & technical services
Man, of companies & enterprises
Administrative and support, waste
management and remediation services

41
158
5
59
46
10
5
3
34
10

0
104
(61)
1
63
30
5
4
5
59
0
16

(60)
(407)
(11)
(121)
(95)
(30)
1
(8)
(129)
90

85
(310)
(5)
(20)
(15)
10
(35)
115

Educational services
Health care and social assistance
Arts, entertainment and recreation
Accommodation and food services
Other services (ex-public administration)

51
34
21
85
23

58
48
31
106
19

(174)
12
(77)
(191)
(32)

(65)
95
(25)
10

Public administration

41

28

(73)

(5)

Source: Statistics Canada (2001b) (2018)
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4.3 Business Establishments
Business licensing in Clearwater between 2017 and 2020 is shown in Table 15. Fluctuations
from one year to the next are normal but the decline of 16% in 2020 likely signifies a response
to the downturn in the forest sector with the closure of the Vavenby facility. The decline has
affected mostly the service category although accommodations also dropped sharply. However,
it is noted that the District has averaged five licences monthly since the beginning of the year,
which may be attributable to pipeline activity.

Table 15 District of Clearwater Business Licences, 2017-2020
Accommodation
Auto
Contractor
Entertainment
Medical
Restaurant
Service
Shopping
Other
Total

2020

2019

2018

2017

26
4
9
4
3
13
87
22
21
189

34
4
16
6
3
13
99
16
10
201

24
4
11
5
3
12
103
17
3
182

30
3
12
6
3
13
112
18
2
201

Source: District of Clearwater (2020)

5 What are the key sectors?
5.1 Agriculture
Agriculture makes a small contribution to the economic base, but it plays a significant role in
the region’s lifestyle and could play a more prominent role in the future because of emerging
issues like food quality, security and safety. As seen in Table 6, Farms are a top-15 employer in
Clearwater, which may be higher today with the recent downturn in forest products
manufacturing. In 2016, there were 49 farms, down from 56 farms in 2011. Of the total farms,
29 are under 179 acres while the area also has 5 farms larger than 1,120 acres (Stats Canada
2020a).
Activity has traditionally been livestock (beef) operations with ancillary alfalfa and hay
productions, but the climate and soil are able to support most vegetable crops. In 2016, 26
farms had cattle and calves, 15 farmers had alfalfa and alfalfa mixtures, and 11 had hay and
other fodder crops (Statistics Canada 2020a, 2020b). Vegetable farming is done on 6 farms and
covered approximately 8 acres in 2016 (Statistics Canada. 2020c).
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Elevations range in the Clearwater area for agriculture from about 450 to 550 metres. While
soils in this area are more variable, however, with substantial areas of poorly drained, silty to
clayey soils occurring on the valley floor in addition to well or imperfectly drained sandy soils.
Typically, the area gets between 80 and 112 frost free days annually, which is significantly
shorter than the Kamloops area that can enjoy upwards of 180 days a year (Calissi and Crane.
2003). However, the number of frost-free days may be changing with climate change impacts.
The Covid-19 pandemic has exposed weaknesses in the nation’s food supply chain and there
could emerge efforts to decentralize and diversify that supply chain to some extent in the
future. This could open opportunities for small communities to be more involved in the
production of commodities and food. Food Action North Thompson was created to improve
local food security could play a role in moving development forward through advocacy future
our local food system through communication, education, and by championing local food
security initiatives.
Assets

Challenges

Opportunities

• Climate

• Small local market

• Hay production

• Water quality, access

• Access to range land

• Small avian farming

• Land

• Lack of awareness

• Organics

• Established sector, network

• High business costs

• Specialty crops

• Diversity of operators

• Labour availability

• Small-scale food processing

• Farmers’ Market

• Rising food security interest

• Local markets
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5.2 Arts and Culture
It is difficult to quantify the economic impact of arts and culture, but anecdotal information
suggests it is an important contributor to the tourism and retail sectors and enhances local
quality of life. The sector is diverse embracing the visual and performing arts, events and
festivals, museums and other forms of interpretation. Clearwater has a cluster of events,
facilities and artisans but moving this sector to a new level of activity and development will be
challenging because cooperation among operators and organizations is limited and access to
capital, marketing and other business skills difficult to come by. Nevertheless, there are
opportunities for growth from tour and festival development to the exploration of Indigenous
forms of interpretation and the incorporation of technology into new experiences.
Assets

Challenges

Opportunities

• Local artisans and artists

• Industry cooperation

• Artisan tours

• Music events

• Access to capital/funding

• Festival development

• Outdoor festival grounds

• Marketing and promotion

• Digital & technology
experiences

• Performing arts
organizations

• Volunteerism

• Indigenous art and culture

5.3 Education and Training
The education sector is a top-10 employer in Clearwater, but this is mainly for the delivery of
public education services that are linked to local population levels. The growth opportunities in
the public sphere are therefore limited, but post-secondary and private education as well as
training opportunities exist. They are constrained by the small local market and lack of capacity,
but strategic partnerships could target emerging demand for training associated with the
transitioning labour force and for new post-secondary education programs. There are several
service organizations, including the Community Resource Centre for the North Thompson,
Wells Gray Research and Education Centre (TRU) and the Yellowhead Community Services
Society, who could be involved.
Assets

Challenges

Opportunities

• Service organizations
capacity

• Small local demand

• Local training delivery

• Experience with skills training

• Small pool of leaders

• Employer partnerships

• Community Resource Centre

• Access to capital and funding

• ESL programs

• Education institutions

• Creating partnered capacity

• Private education
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5.4 Forestry
The North Thompson has had a long and productive relationship with the forest industry both
on the woodlands side that includes logging, silviculture and forestry services, as well as wood
processing, including primary and secondary breakdown. In 2016, logging and wood
manufacturing were the top two employers in Clearwater and a significant contributor to
overall community income. Many more jobs and households were supported through supply
chain activities, from logging contractors to tire shops and local retailers where residents would
spend their earnings.
This industry was based on access to a quality, accessible timber supply that was in high
demand by world markets. Those conditions have now changed in response to broader industry
forces, natural events such as forest fires and the mountain pine beetle epidemic, trade issues
and the like. The closure of the Canfor sawmill, the last major wood processing facility in nearby
Vavenby and the transfer of Crown timber rights to International Forest Products (Interfor) with
processing outside the region are having a historic impact on the industry and the community.
As of June 2020, of the 175 registered displaced forestry workers in Clearwater area 67 (38%)
were being bridged to retirement, while 46 (26%) were in full time employment, 28 (16%) were
precariously employed and actively seeking work, 10 (6%) remain unemployed, while for the
remaining workforce of approximately 24 (14%), work status is unclear (FWG 2020).
While it is likely many of the retirees will remain in the community, the prospects of other
workers are not clear. Many could leave the community in search of work unless there is a
strong commitment by industry to utilize local logging, trucking, silviculture, and management
contractors locally who had been integrated in the Canfor operations.
The District of Clearwater’s Forestry Working Group (FWG) is actively pursuing value-added
forestry, wood waste utilization and other opportunities for the area. There still exists an
industry and supplier base that hopefully can serve as the foundation of a renewed industry
moving forward.
Assets

Challenges

Opportunities

• Quality timber supply

• Loss of primary processing

• Small-scale processing

• Skilled labour force

• Outflows of timber

• Specialty manufacturing

• Experienced suppliers

• Decline in logging activity

• Custom cutting

• Small-scale operations

• Rising log costs

• Biomass energy

• Forest sector contractors

• Caribou Habitat Recovery
programming

• Retention and expansion of
local forest sector contractors

• Community Forest

• Lack of investment

• Non-timber forest products
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5.5 Transmountain Pipeline Operation and Expansion
Transmountain has had a presence in Clearwater with a pumping station locally since the
pipeline development in 1953. The expansion of this pipeline has been in discussion for some
time and is now entering the construction phase.
Construction of the Trans Mountain Expansion Project in the North Thompson region includes
of Barriere, Clearwater, Vavenby, Avola, Blue River, Valemount, runs for approximately 275 km
of pipeline and includes four pump stations. Most of the construction will follow conventional
pipeline construction techniques, with trenchless techniques being used for the North
Thompson River, Blue River, Raft River, Clearwater River and Mann Creek crossings. In these
locations, a horizontal directional drill will be used to minimize impacts and disruption to these
areas. The Blue River section will also go under the Mike Wiegele ski resort. The North
Thompson region will host three worker camps including one in the District of Clearwater.
(Transmountain 2020)
In 2015, the District of Clearwater and the Trans Mountain Expansion Project entered into a
Memorandum of Understanding for a Community Benefit Agreement that will see a $390,000
contribution toward funding various community projects and local education and training
opportunities (Transmountain 2020). Further the on-going tax benefit for Clearwater is
estimated at between $400,000 and $600,000, depending on the final route (CFJC 2019).
The construction will also create a significant amount of employment over the 30-month
construction period. The first construction reporting period was from January to March 2020.
During this quarter there was only 451 worker-days of (28%) accruing to North Thompson
Region residents and 316 worker-days accruing to indigenous workers among the total 1,608
worker-days completed in the North Thompson Region (Transmountain Nd.). At this stage it
appears there has been minimal direct employment benefit to the residents of Clearwater.
Assets

Challenges

Opportunities

On the pipeline route

Small local labour force

Local hiring

Skilled labour force

Small supplier base

Supplier industries

Experienced suppliers

Connecting to short term
project window

Leveraging benefits agreement

Service centre for much of
North Thompson

Procurement focused on larger
suppliers

On-going maintenance on
pipeline and pumping station

Accommodation hub

Environmental issues

Legacy infrastructure
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5.6 Mining
The mining sector is a potential source of employment but as of today there are no operating
mines in the North Thompson. There are two major mine developments proceeding through
the environmental certification process.
•

•

The Ruddock Creek property is owned by Imperial Metals. The project is an underground
zinc-lead mine with proposed annual production rate of 1,050,000 tonnes per year
projected over an eight-year life. Joint venture partners include Mitsui Mining and Smelting
Co. Ltd., Itochu Corporation, and Japan Oil, Gas and Metals National Corporation. Imperial
operates the project through its wholly owned subsidiary Ruddock Creek Mining
Corporation. The exploration drilling program is ongoing, and the environmental
assessment certification process is still in the pre-application phase.
The Harper Creek property was purchased in 2018 by Taseko Mines and renamed the
Yellowhead property. In proximity to Vavenby, the project is a copper-gold-silver mine with
an annual production capacity of up to 25,000,000 tonnes of ore over an anticipated active
life span of 23 years. Involvement in the environmental certification process for Harper
Creek was terminated in 2018. However, Taseko has indicated that a 2020 Technical Report
is being prepared and the project being advanced. Taseko has engaged with Simpcw on the
approach to the project and it is possible that Taseko could be re-entering the
environmental process in 2020.

It is noted that any development of these two projects, and the sector in general, is years away
given that neither has proceeded through the environmental certification process.
Assets

Challenges

Opportunities

• Mineral resources

• Small local labour force

• Local hiring

• Skilled labour force

• Small supplier base

• Supplier industries

• Experienced suppliers

• Fly-in, fly-out operations

• Benefits agreements

• Rail access

• Long lead times for
development

• Housing development

• Proximity to Kamloops

• Environmental issues

• Legacy infrastructure
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5.7 Retail and Commercial Services
The retail and commercial core in Clearwater is small, serving residents, businesses and
highway travellers. There are approximately 200 businesses in the community of which two
thirds are in services. The vast majority are small, independent businesses but there are also
some major employers like Buy Low Foods and Jim’s Market. There is a sizeable public sector in
Clearwater in terms of employment with major employers like Yellowhead Community Services
and School District #73.
The retail sector is a rural community like Clearwater is highly constrained by the small size of
the local market, which is unable to provide the threshold support (i.e. the minimum
population and spending demand to justify operations) for many retail stores. This results in
considerable spending leakage to regional centres like Kamloops. The closure of Vavenby is
particularly detrimental because it hurts local suppliers who built their businesses on serving
Canfor. The impact of e-commerce and especially major operators like Amazon has also
adversely affected some forms of retail, but at the same time this trend also represents an area
of opportunity for local businesses that aspire to reach export markets, providing they have
access to digital tools and good broadband connectivity. Other opportunities include services
related to retirement living, niche retail, and potentially the work-at-home phenomenon that is
occurring in response to the Covid-19 pandemic. Over 50% of US jobs are said to be at least
partially compatible with remote, at-home work, versus only 4% who do so today (Lister 2020).
The opportunity for further adoption has implications for rural communities that can offer a
lower cost of living (including housing) and better quality of life to workers in urbanized areas.
Assets

Challenges

Opportunities

• Local ownership

• Small local market

• Retirement related services

• Diversity of services

• Spending leakages

• Specialty merchandise

• Farmers’ market

• Loss of wood processing

• Work-at-home services

• Education and health care

• e-commerce

• Home-based business

• Government services

• Covid-19

• e-commerce
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5.8 Tourism
Tourism has always been a visible influence on the local economy due to Wells Gray Provincial
Park and proximity to the exceptional recreation opportunities of the North Thompson Valley.
There is world-class hiking, canoeing, white water rafting, snowmobiling and skiing. The region
has obvious strengths in its natural attributes and iconic features such as Mt. Robson, Murtle
Lake, North Thompson River, and Wells Gray Park and its unique landscapes. Highway 97 brings
thousands of tourists annually through the area. A cluster of experienced operators have
created a strong destination corridor with significant regional and international market appeal.
Tourism development concerns include gaps in transportation services, telecommunications
services, and access to potential trail corridors, backcountry areas and the North Thompson
River. Despite the valley’s popularity with the European fly-drive market between Jasper and
Vancouver, the region is still relatively unknown for many visitor segments and markets. More
recently, the Covid-19 pandemic has created a tremendous level of uncertainty due to travel
restrictions and provincial policies around reopening the economy. Access to the provincial park
system and particularly Wells Gray will be critical for near-term travel activity in the valley.
One of the ways to overcome access constraints to the backcountry is to make available more,
diverse tour products that will appeal to visitor markets. This is already done successfully by
rafting companies and lodges but there is till tremendous potential moving forward. The
authentic experiences from First Nations culture to culinary, arts, and distinct outdoor
recreation opportunities have strong potential, but it will be necessary to create more market
and export-ready product. This includes event development which would help draw in more of
the BC and Alberta regional market—this market will be very important over the next two years
due to travel restrictions and other constraints arising from the Covid-19 pandemic.
Arguably the best opportunity, albeit a contentious one in the past, is UNESCO global geopark
designation. A considerable amount of study and planning has been undertaken in the past by
the Regional District and municipalities in the valley but concerns about project cost have
stalled any further progress. The valley has already achieved a good regional marketing effort
through the NTV brand that is able to leverage marketing programs and generate greater
awareness of and visitation to the Valley. Geopark status could provide further leverage and
create a distinct position in the international marketplace.
Assets

Challenges

Opportunities

•

Nature-based, four seasons

•

Tourism infrastructure

•

Tour products

•

Iconic landscapes, Well Gray

•

Market awareness

•

Authentic experiences

•

Highway 97 corridor

•

Transportation services

•

Event development

•

International markets

•

Access to backcountry

•

BC and AB markets

•

Experienced operators

•

covid-19 concerns

•

UNESCO geopark
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6 What are the core economic assets?
6.1 Location
The District of Clearwater is the “Gateway to Wells Gray Park”, and it is situated in the North
Thompson Valley, 134 kilometers north of Kamloops on the Yellowhead Highway #5. As a
gateway to Wells Gray, Clearwater serves as the service centre, providing to both its own
residents and the travelling public. Clearwater is a thriving community with an economy based
in tourism, with tourism experiencing significant growth as travelers from around the world
flock to the wilderness that surrounds the community.
Figure 4 outlines the region around Clearwater and its proximity in the south-central interior of
British Columbia.

Figure 4: Clearwater and the North Thompson Valley

Source: LNTTS (2020)
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6.2 Transportation
Air – The Clearwater airport is located along the Clearwater River just off Camp 2 road. This
runway is sand and gravel base and is approximately 2,300 feet long. Commercial and cargo air
service is provided at the Kamloops airport located 124 km south of Clearwater.
Highways – Clearwater is located on the Yellowhead Highway #5, the main north-south artery
through the North Thompson. Clearwater is located 124 kilometres north of Kamloops on
Highway #5. Located 30 kilometers south of Clearwater at Little Fort is the junction of Highway
#24 and Highway 5. Highway #24 connects to Highway #97 and the Cariboo-Chilcotin region.
Approximately 214 kilometres north of Clearwater at Tete Jaune Cache Highway #5 connects
with Yellowhead Highway #16 which connects the region to Alberta and West Coat of British
Columbia. (Westcoast CED 2005)
Rail – The Jasper-Kamloops-Vancouver link of the Canadian National Railway’s (CNR) mainline
runs through the North Thompson valley. There is a train station in Clearwater and passengers
wishing to go north or south on VIA Rail can debark and embark in Clearwater. There are
private rail sidings services in Vavenby at the now closed Canfor and Weyerhaeuser mill sites.

6.3 Utilities
Electricity – BC has affordable electricity rates compared to other Canadian jurisdictions. In
2019, electricity rates for major industry were 7.91 cents per KWH and 11.62 cents per KWH for
residential customers. Both among the second lowest in Canada. (Hydro Quebec 2019)
Natural Gas - As of January 2020, the natural gas rates in BC ranged from $1.549 to $6.76 per
gigajoule (GJ), depending on the natural gas providers and the available plans. Fixed-rate plans
offer reduced rates. In June 2020, natural gas prices ranged from $1.549 per GJ for variable
rates to $3.99 per GJ for a 5-year fixed plan (Energyrates 2020)
Water System – The District’s community water system has two sources, groundwater and
surface water. Surface water is provided from the Russell, Hascheak and McDougall Creek
watersheds. Groundwater is supplied from three groundwater sources; Clearwater River
Aquifer (Well #1 and Well #3) and the Dutch Lake Aquifer (Well #2).
Raw water from all three production sites is treated using sodium hypochlorite. The Russell
Creek surface water source is also treated using Ultraviolet (UV) Light Reactors. The water is
then distributed throughout the community using approximately 40 km of watermain as well as
the Archibald Road reservoir. (DOC Nda)
The District of Clearwater has 42 kilometres of water pipe and currently services 993 properties
are either connected or can be connected (Groulx 2020, pers comm) (GOBC Nd). The District’s
water supply sources have the capacity to service the entire community, with the only
requirement being a need to upgrade the licence volume at some point in the future. Future
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upgrades to the existing water distribution infrastructure will focus on improving fire protection
capabilities (Groulx 2020, pers comm).
Waste Management – The District of Clearwater’s sanitary sewer system consists of 4,285
metre of gravity main, four sanitary sewer pump stations, as well as a Wastewater Treatment
Facility. The sanitary sewer system services two core areas within the community; the
Weyerhaeuser Subdivision and the Clearwater Valley Road Commercial Area as well as the
hospital site on Park Drive and the elementary school in the flats. The rest of the community
relies on independent/private septic systems to address their wastewater needs.
The wastewater treatment facility is located next to the North Thompson River and consists of
one aerated lagoon and two rapid infiltration basins. The treatment facility currently treats on
average approximately 150-200 m3 of sewage per day with a maximum daily flow of
approximately 300m³/day. (DOC Ndb) The treatment facility also receives and treats septage
from local haulers. This septage is treated by way of a headworks screen and an independent
aerated lagoon prior to being discharged to the District’s main wastewater treatment facility.
The treated effluent from the District’s wastewater treatment process is discharged to ground
via two Rapid Infiltration Basins.
The Cell #1 wastewater treatment project will comprise of a new headworks system to screen
all incoming flows and create a second aerated treatment lagoon. The intent of this project is to
increase the treatment capacity of the facility. The Trans-Mountain funded wastewater project
will comprise of a ‘drop-off’ lagoon to receive sewage from the temporary Trans-Mountain
camp. When the Trans-Mountain camp is no longer inhabited, the ‘drop-off’ lagoon will be
retrofitted to function as a secondary treatment lagoon in the Septage Receiving Station
treatment process. The second component to the Trans-Mountain project is to construct a 3rd
Rapid Infiltration Basin to increase the disposal capacity of the existing facility as required to
handle the increased flows from the Trans-Mountain camp.
After the two upgrade projects are complete, the capacity of the wastewater treatment facility
will double in capacity from 300m³/day to 600 m3/day. This additional capacity is timely as over
the next year the District will see the addition of the Best Western Hotel, 20 units from the
senior housing development and potentially 29 new single-family lots. The increase in capacity
will meet this new demand and still have capacity for future development. (Groulx 2020, pers
comm)

6.4 Telecommunications
Land line, cellular and internet service are provided by Telus and Mascon, which is a subsidiary
of Telus. There is limited high-speed internet access outside District boundaries. There are
50/10 pockets inside the community in denser areas.
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6.5 Educational Institutions
Clearwater Secondary School (CSS) has a student population of 203 from grades 8 to 12. CSS
receives elementary students from three elementary schools. In Clearwater is Raft River
Elementary which is a kindergarten to Grade 7 school and in 2019-2020 had a total student
population of 271. Just outside Clearwater is the Vavenby Elementary School with kindergarten
to Grade 5 student population and in 2019-2020 had a student population of 24. Finally, 110
kilometres north of Clearwater is the Blue River Elementary School which had 12 students in
kindergarten to grade 6 in 2019-2020. (BCMOE Nd.)
Clearwater falls within the service area of Thompson Rivers University (TRU) which has its main
campus in Kamloops. TRU offers a wide range of vocational and degree programming as well a
selection of graduate programming in sciences, business, nursing, education and law.
Locally TRU has a distance education satellite located at the Dutch Lake Community Centre and
a research station in the Wells Gray corridor. Since 1994, TRU has owned and operated the
Wells Gray Education and Research centre, located 25 km north of Clearwater on the Wells
Gray Park Road. The facility consists of the land and buildings associated with the former Upper
Clearwater School, and the adjacent five-hectare lot of land. Bordering the edge of the property
lies 500 hectares of crown land officially designated for educational and research purposes
(TRU Science Nd). Fund raising is on-going with the plan to expand the facilitates for research
and study purposes over time.

7 How has economic development been integrated into recent
community plans?
The District of Clearwater has addressed economic development issues through various
planning processes and documents. These activities are important considerations for this report
because they provide a documentary trail of values, interests and expected outcomes for the
local economy. Major documents are noted in the following paragraphs, with an emphasis on
those produced in the recent past.

7.1 Official Community Plan
Table 16 Economic Development Themes in Clearwater’s OCP
Theme
Vision
•
•

a carbon-neutral community
a community with a diversified economy with emphasis on value-added and green industries
to promote employment

Sustainability Principles
•

work towards a healthy, vibrant and diverse economy
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•
•
•
•

•

•

support three functioning and interconnected downtown areas
encourage the creation of value-added, eco-tourism ventures
encourage the creation of green energy
encourage the creation of a vibrant and diverse local economy that provides meaningful yearround employment and services and expands a solid tax base to enable residents to enjoy an
overall higher quality of life
promote a wide variety of sizes, scales and types of businesses, which offer greater
opportunities for personal and professional fulfillment that in turn contribute to the overall
health of the community
to support the development of a rich sustainable resource sector and retail business sector

Regional Context Statement
•

The Clearwater OCP supports the Regional Growth Strategy’s goal of broadening the
economic base through diversification and expansion while promoting new economic
development opportunities. The OCP ensures there is a suitable amount of industrial land and
appropriate land use designations that will encourage innovation and entrepreneurial
activities for both existing and emerging sectors. In addition, OCP policies recognize the
importance of the District’s existing economic base and directly encourages new sectors such
as green energy.

Guiding Principles and Policy (Objectives)
General
•
•

sustain and diversify year-round economic sustainability
retain and attract skilled workforce

Forestry
• retain a vibrant, flexible forestry and wood products sector
• continue to diversify value added wood manufacturing
• develop a strong non-timber forest products sector
Tourism
• Expand tourism capacity in the community to attract, host and satisfy visitors from a global
perspective
Agriculture
• provide local food security, enhance the sustainability of local agriculture, and expand and
diversify agriculture’s contribution to the local economy
Retail/Commercial
• create a retail, service, commercial setting that is unique to Clearwater capitalizing on
Clearwater being the Gateway to Wells Gray Park
• expand community retail and service capacity to meet the needs of residents and various
types of visitors
Volunteerism and Partnerships
• empower community members to identify needs, set priorities and pursue a common vision
• form strong inner-community bonds with the view to enhance resiliency
• support and participate in collaborative networks of community service providers to share
information and facilitate access to services, such as childcare, healthcare, education, public
safety, social services, and culture
• provide opportunities for citizens to contribute positively through volunteering
Agriculture and Food Security
• provide Clearwater residents the opportunity, knowledge and resources to grow, acquire,
enjoy and celebrate affordable and nutritious local food
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•

support capacity for community-based growing, storage, and cooking of local food that
provide opportunity, knowledge and resources for our community
• explore possible export niches for local agricultural commodities
• support implementation of the North Thompson Food Action Plan
Healthcare and Social Services
• support the provision of quality, reliable, and available primary healthcare services for the
community, including alternative health and wellness practices
• support and promote the sustainability of the local hospital
Arts and Culture
• achieve a diverse set of community-based social/cultural recreation opportunities for all
residents of Clearwater
• improve the quality of life and facilitate community social interaction and achieve a
community with a thriving social economy
• facilitate collaborative planning whereby individuals, organizations, and groups cooperate and
work together on common social and cultural goals
Seniors and Affordable Housing
• support a range of available housing types and tenures to meet the diverse needs of our
community
• encourage pedestrian-friendly residential developments
• provide affordable and attainable housing opportunities and protect the stock of rental
housing
• encourage rural residential development to locate in existing settlement areas that have
community services
• make age-friendly housing a priority to accommodate elderly residents
Land Use – Commercial
• encourage the centralization of commercial services to provide business opportunities, core
services, employment opportunities, and a pedestrian-friendly streetscape for residents and
visitors in Clearwater
• encourage a range of commercial activities that meet the needs of residents and tourists and
maximize local shopping
• provide for automobile-based services that are accessible to major arterial roads
Land Use – Industrial
• provide a suitable inventory of land for industrial and supportive uses to create a supply chain
for business development, employment opportunities, innovation, and entrepreneurship
• encourage industrial uses to be respectful of the environment
Parks, Trails and Recreation
• provide a diversity of dedicated land areas throughout the community
• create a recreation system that connects community parks, trails and open space and the
three town cores
• advocate and promote multiple trail uses within Clearwater and the surrounding area
• ensure existing and future recreation facilities are centres of activity and serve the interests of
the community
• achieve a strong network of facilities and services to accommodate a multi-faceted

approach to recreation and leisure for residents and visitors
Source: District of Clearwater (2016)
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7.2 District Strategic Plan 2019-22
Table 17 Economic Development Themes in the District’s Strategic Plan
Theme
Economic Development
Goals
•
•
•

To foster economic growth and expand the tax revenues generated
To diversify the economy to reduce risks of over dependency on single industry
To explore new tech infrastructure for new business attraction
To create a culture of Community Economic Development

•
Actions
•
•
•
•

Initiate a community business advisory group/discussion
Pursue cell/internet access/service levels
Advocate for reclamation of Canfor lands within the District boundaries
Review and implement recommendations from Simon Fraser University Community Economic
Development Assessment
Business Celebration – create social spaces for networking

•
Housing
Goals
•

To respond to and manage threats to housing in the community including the impact of shortterm rentals, changes in building code requirements, and sudden demand for worker housing

Actions
• Undertake a housing needs assessment – include short term rental impact & a public event
focused on housing trends

• Assess the effects of long term versus short term rentals on housing stock
• Investigate the potential to use MRDT (1%) tax for housing
Climate Adaptation and Mitigation
Goals
•

To operate with a lens on reducing the District’s GHG’s (carbon emissions)

Actions
•
•
•

•

Update Community Wildfire Protection Plan
Implement District’s Community Energy Emissions Plan
Secure chip supply for bioenergy systems CAO Forestry Working
Complete Food Action /Agriculture Plan

Source: District of Clearwater (2020a)
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7.3 Infrastructure Master Plan
In 2013, the District prepared a master plan for providing and maintaining a wide variety of
infrastructure that was vital to the community’s well-being. The intent was to be proactive in
developing plans and taking action to ensure that capital investment is undertaken in a timely
and financially sustainable manner (District of Clearwater 2013).
One of the major conclusions of the plan was that the District was facing a significant funding
deficit which could not be closed in the short term and in fact was not practical to assume that
capital funding was not at the time sustainable.
It was noted that the municipality’s assets were important to:
•
•
•
•

fostering community growth
increasing service levels
stimulating economic development
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption

There were numerous recommendations in the study regarding the upgrading and replacing of
capital assets through a combination of rate and tax increases, as well as other funding and
service options. Other measures with specific and direct implications for economic
development included the following:
•
•
•

ensure equitable and fair tax sharing for business and industry so the community remains
attractive for investment;
seek out revenue generation from community-based energy systems; and
expand the tax base through economic development diversification without placing undue
pressure on infrastructure by increasing utilization of existing services.

A further report was developed 2018 Utility Rate Review authored by Janice Aver.
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7.4 Regional Growth Strategy
The Thompson Nicola’s Regional Growth Strategy (RGS) is a framework for development by
municipalities and the TNRD in partnership, for managing social, economic and environmental
objectives (Table 18). The RGS considerations and policies are aligned with the OCP through a
Regional Context Statement.

Table 18: Economic Development Themes in the RGS
Theme
Goals:
• Promote and encourage local and regional economic development
• Protect and maintain access to the resource base
• Protect farmland and encourage farming
• Maintain mobility throughout the region
Policies:
1. Human Settlement
• Establish a commercial base to provide employment and serve the needs of residents
and visitors
• Encourage the redevelopment of former commercial and industrial brownfield sites
2. Resort
• Consider destination resorts where the development is based on site-specific and
distinct location factors, characteristics or amenities
• Consider recreational residential and commercial resort developments in appropriate
areas
3. Energy and Transportation
• Support the development of alternate sources of energy
• Encourage local transportation network planning to improve connectivity, access, and
egress as well as promoting alternative transportation events
• Expand formal agreements with transportation providers for public transportation
options beyond current service boundaries, where warranted by ridership
• Develop incentives and infrastructure for low-emissions vehicles such as recharging
infrastructure and priority parking
• Encourage the development of clean energy projects
Economic Development:
• Encourage economic development that builds on the strengths of communities
• Protect and maintain access to the metals, minerals and aggregate resources
• Protect and maintain the integrity of the forest base for timber and non-timber
products
• Encourage growth of the forestry sector through participation in consultative
processes and the support of initiatives that encourage reforestation, sustainability,
and diversification
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support the preservation and increased productivity of agricultural lands and local
food production and processing facilities
Seek opportunities to support primary and secondary value-added industry in all
sectors
Encourage the development and diversification of the tertiary industry/service sectors
Encourage eco-tourism and tourist-oriented developments
Encourage the diversification of the real estate industry
Collaborate to attract and retain clean, high-tech, knowledge-based industry
Support increased high-speed internet access and cell phone capacity
Support the re-development of under-utilized industrial land and protect the existing
industrial land base from conversion to other uses
Encourage the resource sector to be more responsive to societal concerns and
accountable for environmental impacts
Foster business development and retention in established communities
Encourage home-based businesses that do not create a nuisance or detract from the
residential character of neighbourhoods
Recognize the importance of domestic and international immigration and attracting
young families in developing our labour force
Evaluate proposals for the procurement and delivery of goods and services for their
conformance with local and regional strategies for reducing energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions
Encourage self-supporting social enterprise operations, where appropriate
Encourage efficient, timely and consistent regulatory and permitting processes
throughout the region

Source: TNRD (2013)
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7.5 Destination Development Strategy
Table 19: Key Recommendations in the Destination Development Strategy
Recommendations
• Encourage BC Parks to undertake a new management strategy for Wells Gray
Provincial Park.
• Encourage greater First Nations involvement in trail experiences
• Develop a tourism investment attraction strategy for the North Thompson Valley
• Design a tourism disaster and emergency strategy program that helps communities
and industry prepare for, educate, measure, mitigate, and adjust to major natural
environmental events
• Develop a regional approach to resource road deactivation and the use of forest
service roads used for circle routes
• Promote inter-regional transportation and transit strategy
• Develop a vision and planning forum for an integrated trail network in the TOTA
region
• Promote the use of technology and innovation for tourism product and destination
development
• Work with RSTBC and BC Parks to coordinate and align new campsite investments
• Improve labour market efficiencies and propose solutions to predicted future worker
shortages in the tourism industry
• Promote tourism career strategies in Indigenous communities
• Raise the profile of tourism appeal and revitalization efforts in small communities
Source: DBC (2018)

7.6 Economic Development
7.6.1 Existing District Services
At time of writing, the District delivers economic development programming through the
existing staff and the volunteer efforts of the Economic Development Task Force.
Upon incorporation in 2008 the District hired a Corporate Officer / Economic Development
Officer (EDO), the two function were done by the same person and has since been merged with
the CAO position.
Expenditures for the last four years are noted below in Table 20. Although there is no set
economic development budget, activities are supported through business license revenues
(introduced in 2017 with annual revenue in the range of $22,000) and senior government grant
funding. Major cost items include the website, the CAO’s economic development duties, sports
coordinator and senior’s coordinator. A business walks and Small Business Pub night are done
annually.
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Table 20: District Economic Development Expenditures, 2017-2020
Year Expenditures Notes
2017
$77,495
2018
$69,109
2019
$122,587 Additional items included video production, BR&E visits to business
and the SFU community assessment document.
2020
$327,651 Revenues increased by Fuel Management Grant ($181,000) and CED
Strategy Development ($87,764); expenditures increased due to grant
support to Yellowhead Community Services (mental health).
Source: District of Clearwater (2020)

7.6.2 Other Economic Development Services
A matrix of government economic development services and programs is shown in Table 21. It
provides some context for where the municipality might wish to align and direct its own
resources for optimum leveraging and effectiveness.

Table 21: Economic Development Services Available to Clearwater Business

Regional

Provincial

Federal

Level

Organization
Ministry of Science, Innovation &
Economic Development
Ministry of Infrastructure &
Communities
Global Affairs Canada
Economic Developers Association
of Canada
Min of Forests, Lands, Natural
Resource Operations and Rural
Development
Min of Jobs, Economic
Development, and
Competitiveness
Min of Advanced Education, Skills
& Training
Min of Tourism, Arts & Culture
Trade and Invest BC
InnovateBC
BC Economic Development Assn.
Community Futures Thompson
Country
Southern Interior Beetle Action
Coalition
Thompson Okanagan Tourism
Association
Norththompson.ca

INF

SS

IFR

TR

IN

ID

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

ME

PR

Pro

LM

IED

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

ü
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
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Note: INF – Information (website, community profile, etc.), SS – site selection services, IFR – Infrastructure support, TR – Trade/Export
promotion/advice, IN –Investment attraction, ID – Industry/sector development, ME – Entrepreneur Mentoring, PR – Promotion and marketing,
Pro – professional development, LM – Labour market and skills training support, IED – Indigenous Economic Development

At the federal level, the focus of programs and services is on the areas of trade/export
promotion, investment attraction (specifically foreign direct investment), industry/sector
development, and funding infrastructure. At the provincial level, the services are broader in
scope, ranging from information dissemination and site selection services to trade promotion,
investment attraction, promotion, labour market support and indigenous economic
development.
Regionally, services range from the small business and entrepreneurship programs offered by
Community Futures to the tourism support offered by the Thompson Okanagan Tourism
Association (TOTA) and Norththompson.ca, which is a website promoting the North Thompson
Valley.

7.6.3 SFU CED Assessment
Table 22: Recommendations in the CED Assessment
Recommendations
Mill Closure Response
• Collaborate with representative organizations (Community Futures, universities, etc.)
and other mill closure towns to lobby for resources that will support economic
development, rebranding, and other revitalization initiatives as a part of the mill
closure response.
• Launch several “low-hanging-fruit” initiatives in the late-winter and early spring 2020
to support the economy during the expected low period to come.
CED Planning (There is likely no “silver bullet”)
• Planning for a diverse economic future in Clearwater should be pursued.
Relationship with Simpcw First Nation
• Reconciliation with the Simpcw First Nation should be considered a critical economic
development activity.
• The District of Clearwater should develop a more direct government-to-government
relationship with Simpcw First Nation.
Urban Flight
• Clearwater should use a visioning process to rebrand or reposition itself as a center
for culture, entrepreneurship, and nature to attract remote workers and young
families.
• The DOC should consider “recruitment trips” to the Lower Mainland/Okanagan or
contests to attract in-movers to Clearwater.
Decentralized Commercial Districts
• The commercial districts should be reimagined and rebranded to create more unity
and sense of place in the retail environment of Clearwater.
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• Launch a façade improvement and commercial beautification program.
• Redevelop Strawberry Flats.
Broadband Connectivity and Remote Workers
• An assessment and strategy for improving connectivity should be conducted for the
District.
Labour Market
• Assess needs of displaced labour force and the local economy, and request dollars to
build and deliver long-term transition programming that best fits those needs.
• Deliver entrepreneurship training to enhance the economy and inspire local workers.
Small Business Capacity and Culture
• Collaborate with business support institutions to deliver targeted technical assistance
to small businesses and emerging entrepreneurs.
• Reboot the Chamber of Commerce as a local small business node.
Business Finance
• A roundtable of local finance organizations should be organized to develop short- and
long-term financing strategies for new and existing businesses, as well as economic
development projects.
Forestry
• Keep the local wood for local business use and maximize its use locally.
• Establish a forestry innovation center for developing new and better uses of local
timber resources.
Agriculture
• Develop a regional agricultural plan and feasibility study.
• Lobby the Provincial government to streamline regulations concerning additional
buildings on farmland.
• Lobby for changes to regulations and updating of practices to support local
butchering.
• Encourage the Province to provide tax breaks and subsidies for land reclamation.
• Support and invest in pilot programs for niche farms and farming operations.
Tourism
• Expand the focus of tourism amenities and priorities beyond Wells Gray Park.
• Increase the focus on shoulder seasons and off-season tourism.
• Ensure that current tourism planning by economic development partners is
connected to diversifying opportunities in Clearwater.
Arts and Artisans
• Develop spaces and market supports for the local arts and artisan community.
Local Retail
• Commission a study on economic leakage and multiplier effects in the local economy.
• Promote local businesses actively.
Source: SFU (2019)
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7.6.4 Economic Development Work Plan
Table 23: Recommendations in the Economic Development Work Plan
Recommendations
• Planning to support a business-friendly environment
• Establishing access to adequate broadband and cellular service
• Building and further developing relationships with existing businesses
• Demonstrating and providing community support for local businesses
• Addressing urgent business concerns and issues
• Improving communication between the community and local businesses
• Retaining of businesses and jobs where there is a risk of closure
• Website development and maintenance
• One-on-one meetings
• Support McBride to Barriere Regional Investment Pilot
• Leverage resources and volunteers from other organizations
• Undertaking pre-feasibilities to support business expansion and attraction efforts
• Pursuing specific community development projects
• Fostering activities that will benefit new local investment
• Attracting new investment to the community
• Biomass development
• Community Forests activities
• Simpcw tourism development
• Revitalization of the Brookfield shopping centre
• Promotion of shopping local
• Transition support of local tourism ventures
• Labour force support and succession planning
Source: Peak Solutions (2015)

8 How do residents and businesses feel about economic matters
today?
As part of the study’s engagement process, two surveys were conducted to solicit feedback on
community values, potential economic direction and the state of economic development
services. Each is discussed in the following paragraphs.

8.1 Community Survey
The complete responses to the community survey undertaken between May 25, 2020 and June
15, 2020 appear in Appendix A. In total, 209 residents participated in the survey. Highlights are
as follows:
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

opinions were mixed regarding future population growth, 60% indicated growth will occur,
while 31% thought it would stay the same
64% stated that they were extremely or very satisfied living in Clearwater
new amenities respondents would like to see in Clearwater were:
• grocery store competition
• swimming pool
• Agri Plex to bring more local and outlying areas together in agriculture
• More maintained trails and bike/pedestrian lanes
• A 24-hour gas station
• Reuse of the old Safety Mart
• Fitness centre/gym/racket ball court
• Golf driving range
• Brew pub/coffee shop
• Optometrist, physio, acupuncturists, theatre
• Laundromat
67% of respondents spent more than 60% of their purchases in Clearwater
77% saw themselves living in Clearwater in five years time, another 17% were uncertain
96% wanted future growth in Clearwater, with 67% wanting modest it to be modest
Regarding business development priorities, support was highest for attracting new and
helping existing businesses
sector potential was highest for tourism, followed by retirement services, agriculture, forest
products manufacture and public services
top-rated goals were job creation, improving household incomes, growing business
investment and improving quality of life
Key economic strengths were natural resources, affordability, lifestyle and access to
services
Key weaknesses included the loss of sawmilling, lack of new investment and diversity, small
population/labour force, and limited shopping options
Housing needs were highly varied, with rental and affordable properties highest ranked
Covid-19 has had adverse impacts on the community, with one in five respondents either
permanently or temporarily laid off, or experiencing reduced hours
21% of respondents had accessed the Increased Canada Child Benefit program and 14% the
Canada Emergency Response Benefit
35% of respondents are concerned about their future job security, while 28% are concerned
about meeting their financial obligations because of the pandemic
3% thought they would need foodbank assistance soon, while 6% indicated a need for social
assistance
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8.2 Business Survey
A business survey was simultaneously conducted with the community survey. A total of 70
responses were received, representing a large minority (42%) of District’s total business
licences. Highlights are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

when asked if the Clearwater economy would grow in the next year, views were mixed,
with 39% agreeing, 28% uncertain and 33% disagreeing
29% of business respondents were either extremely (6%) or very satisfied (23%) with
Clearwater as a place to do business; another 31% were satisfied
top-rated attributes to their business success were product quality and customer service
39% of business respondents are very dependent on non-resident customers for their
revenues
top business development priorities are help existing businesses, attract new residents and
assist new start-ups
sector potential was highest for tourism, followed by pipeline activity, wood manufacture,
telecommuting and alternative energy
top-rated goals were job creation, workforce retention, improving quality of life and
improving household incomes
when asked about capitalizing on growth opportunities, communications infrastructure was
ranked very important, followed by access to capital, business support services and a skilled
workforce

9 What are the key trends affecting economic development?
Economic development is about building productive and economic capacity that contributes to
wealth creation, quality of life and sustainable, healthy communities. The pathways for
achieving these objectives will vary from one community to the next because each has a
distinctive socio-economic setting. The following section identifies some of the prominent
political, economic, social, technological, environmental and legal factors (PESTEL) that are
affecting economic development across the developed world, with a focus on those that have
implications for rural areas like Clearwater.

9.1 COVID Trends
•
•
•
•
•
•

surge in unemployment
increase in business interruption
shifts in consumer spending
supply chain disruptions
consolidation in some industries such as airlines
declining prices for energy
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•
•
•
•
•
•

recession
threat of deflation
increased interest in local food security
amplified role of technology
government deficits
work-at-home trend

9.2 Political Trends
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

geopolitical tensions world-wide
international trade agreements/disputes
US and China relations
record deficit spending by government
changes in temporary foreign worker and immigrant investor programs
increase in provincial minimum wage, growing indirect taxes
climate change policy, carbon taxes, path to net zero
in BC, renewed land use planning
First Nations relations and reconciliation

9.3 Economic Trends
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

increasing tariffs, duties and trade disputes
global recession in 2020
lower global commodity prices in 2020
China-US trade war
political uncertainty in key markets, US, Latin America, UK (Brexit)
in Canada and BC, the decline of traditional resources in the economy
in BC, continued consolidation of the forest industry and control of the timber supply
economic inequity, flow of investment to urban versus rural areas
public assets such as amenities, infrastructure and housing as economic drivers
ESG (environmental, social, governance) investing
technology, big data, Internet of Things

9.4 Social Trends
•
•
•
•
•

demographic change and the generational shift to Millennials
income inequality
social responsibility and licensing
social equality movements, #MeToo, #BlackLivesMatter
diversity and inclusion, boardrooms and beyond
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

health mania, paying premiums for superior food
drug use, opioid crisis, mental health and anti-social behaviour
housing imbalances, surplus at higher prices, shortages at the lower end
use of the internet
streaming, move away from conventional television
social media, “fake news”
push against single-use plastics

9.5 Technological
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cybersecurity, privacy and protection
5g network technology
Improvements to rural broadband access
automation and robotics in manufacturing and many services
cloud computing and software as a service (SaaS)
expansion of artificial intelligence into security, safety, self-service bots and other
applications
use of blockchain technologies in transactional ecosystems (e.g. tracing food and foodborne
illnesses to their origin)
Drone use for monitoring, safety-related applications, agriculture, tourism
e-commerce and automation in retail stores
electric and autonomous vehicles

9.6 Environmental
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

climate change and its business impacts
slow, gradual transition to renewable energy
high and increasing reliance on coal in China and other major countries
meatless food movement and livestock production
technological impact of “precision farming”
food sustainability
increasing water scarcity for most of the world
renewed land use planning in BC

9.7 Legal
•
•
•

provincial and federal government commitments to United Nations Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP)
actions in legislatures and decisions of regulatory tribunals and courts affecting energy
industry
federal government’s Oil Tanker Moratorium Act targeting coastal BC
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•
•
•
•
•

BC Carbon tax and federal Greenhouse Gas Pollution Pricing Act
Environment Canada’s pursuit of zero plastic waste policy
new (2019) Safe Food for Canadians Regulations to be administered and enforced by the
Canadian Food Inspection Agency
potential modernization of legislation to “increase high-speed broadband coverage” in
Canada
federal Impact Assessment Act

9.8 Implications for local economic development
In the context of global and national PESTEL trends, the impacts on rural economic
development practice, and the implications for Clearwater, are manifold.
•

•
•

•

•

The ability to exert control over local and regional resources is limited and lessening. The
disposition of Crown land and resources is administered centrally by legislation that by and
large does not emphasize community benefits.
The ability to exert control over major industrial activity that is itself accountable to macroeconomic factors like commodity prices and trade law is even less so for rural communities.
The capacity to exercise parameters of control over local economic development is
determined by:
▪ a strategic vision;
▪ levers of local change; and
▪ a valid implementation pathway.
A strategic vision is being developed as part of this project. It will be important because it
will provide decision makers with guidance on the optimal allocation of effort and
resources. Perhaps more importantly it provides direction on all subsequent actions and
programs related to strategy delivery.
The levers of local change are connected to the business climate and other inputs
businesses require to make a positive investment decision. There is no economic activity
without investment, some of which will be local and some external from either private or
public sources. Critical levers include:
▪

▪

Business climate – Creating a positive and actively supportive business climate with
a reliable, efficient development process, cohesive land use and zoning that
encourages appropriate business expansion and retention and the deployment of
infrastructure that will catalyze private investment.
Skilled workforce - Raising the bar on the skilled, educated labour pool through
increasing education attainment levels, continuing education and training
opportunities (especially for in-demand technical and professional skills) and
greater involvement of the private sector in human development programs is
critical if Clearwater intends to transition to a knowledge economy.
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▪

•

Quality of life - Enhancing ‘quality of life’ features that serve the recruitment and
retention of technologists, technicians, skilled trades and professionals is becoming
more influential in drawing in new investment and economic activity. It may not
necessarily be a large factory, it would more likely be entrepreneurs, investors and
professionals seeking out a lifestyle not available in major urban centres. That
Quality of Life trigger may be lower housing costs, access to recreation, lower
commute and more family time, a low crime rate, or an attractive, clean
environment. These are all elements community economic development can target
and improve upon.
▪ Place making and community marketing – The University of Harvard has stated
that “rural economic development should focus on the unique strengths of each
area, rather than concentrating on ameliorating generic weaknesses” (Harvard
Business School 2020). Clearwater has many generic weaknesses and rather than
stress these with low probabilities of return, it should promote and market what it
already does well. It should attract investment, not by selling its physical spaces,
but by selling the low cost of business, high quality of life and other socio-economic
attributes that fit the new economy.
Finally, a valid implementation pathway means setting out a realistic, achievable but smart
execution strategy. Most rural development plans are never implemented because they did
not foresee, account for and manage implementation risk, which is extremely high. This is
inevitable especially if the strategy aspires for substantial change. Risk can be managed
through mutually supportive practices and tools, notably:
▪
▪
▪
▪

resourcing implementation adequately;
leveraging regional partnerships to strengthen and expand capacity;
sticking to the strategy, its long-term vision and expected outcomes; and
keeping the strategy relevant and organic through tactical change and adaptive
management.

10 What are our strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats?
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis is a tool that helps
communities identify areas of productive economic activity and wealth creation. SWOT is
meant to address strategically relevant issues of comparative advantage or disadvantage, which
become targets for sustaining or enhancing (in the case of strengths), mitigating and converting
(in the case of weaknesses and threats) or developing and diversifying (in the case of
opportunities). As seen in Figure 5 SWOT combines internal and external perspectives to enrich
our understanding of the planning context.
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Figure 5 Components of a SWOT Analysis

Figure 6 Clearwater SWOT Analysis
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10.1 Strengths
•

•

•

•

Location – although Clearwater is a rural community, its location still offers strategic
advantages, with proximity to regional markets in Kamloops and as a major transportation
corridor connecting northern Alberta to the province’s Interior. This brings valuable tourism
markets through the North Thompson Valley on Highway 5, and access to the CN Rail
mainline as well as a major utilities corridor that includes the Trans Mountain pipeline.
Natural Assets – Clearwater has developed its economy around its outstanding natural
assets including forests, minerals and outdoor recreation that plays upon Wells Gray
Provincial Park and an associated vast four-season playground.
Affordability – The Clearwater area offers an affordable, safe and accessible lifestyle to
both businesses and residents, based on reasonable land, real estate, housing, business and
living costs.
Amenities and Services – For its size, Clearwater has relatively good public amenities as well
as public and private services. Importantly, Dr. Helmcken Memorial Hospital is a critical
service that creates its own economic impacts but also helps attracts new residents and
workers as it fulfills a fundamental household need for access to local surgical, inpatient and
emergency care. Transit, recreation facilities, trails/pathways, utilities, shopping, childcare,
education and seniors’ services are all available.

10.2 Weaknesses
•

•

•

Demographics – Compared to the province, Clearwater has an older, slower growing and
slightly poorer population with implications for economic development moving forward. A
major concern is the very low population in the key 20-44 age group, which represents the
labour force, entrepreneurs and families with kids of the future. An increasing share of
household income in Clearwater is coming from non-employment sources such as
retirement savings and pensions. While this is an important economic contributor it also
reflects a declining employment base that the community needs to reverse if it wishes to
grow. The onset of the COVID_19 pandemic may be encouraging just such a transition with
anecdotal evidence suggesting younger families are moving in due to the high costs of living
in major centres.
Lack of diversification – The decimation of the local forest economy, loss of wood
processing facilities and lack of investment in new economic activities has created a
relatively narrow tax base for the District and an overall lack of diversity to the regional
economy.
Rural community – Rural communities have many advantages, some of which will become
more advantageous in the future if trends such as de-urbanization take hold. But it is also
the case that small, rural communities simply lack the critical mass, be that households,
labour, entrepreneurs or capital, that is desperately needed to drive innovation and change.
The amount of economic wealth deriving from rural areas is declining across the developed
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•

world and while Clearwater has grown in the last 15 years, there are still concerns about
transitioning to long-term sustainability.
Economic infrastructure – Clearwater lacks some important pieces of infrastructure such as
quality, accessible broadband internet and natural gas. In its 34th annual survey of corporate
site selectors, Area Development Magazine found energy availability and cost to be one of
the most important factors in determining where to locate their facilities (Area
Development Magazine 2020)

10.3 Opportunities
•

•

•

•

Positioning for the future – Clearwater must position for the future, as the economic base
is in transition with very little likelihood that past economic drivers will return, at least in
the form last seen. It should develop and articulate its unique selling proposition to attract
new investment by embracing change and valuing new ways of doing things.
Primary industries – It would be easy to say today that the traditional resource industries
that underpinned Clearwater in the past are now part of a sunset economy. While those
industries may be part of a bygone era, the resources they used are still here in the region
and could be key contributors still. Value added wood and food production, minerals and
mining and renewable energy are in the mix in terms of future development potential.
Tourism – Tourism has exceptional potential in Clearwater not just because of its outdoor
recreation assets but also through its location on the lucrative Jasper-Vancouver fly-drive
corridor that caters to high value European markets. However, development is hindered by
the lack of a cohesive, forward-looking vision by residents and businesses. Comments from
the business and community surveys suggest equal measures of enthusiasm and disdain
that is holding back the community.
Service economy – Job growth in the future will come from the service economy,
continuing a long-term trend that has seen employment in goods productions consistently
decline over the last several decades across the western world. The onset of Covid-19 and
high likelihood of future pandemics may hasten work-at-home and deurbanizations trends
that rural areas can take advantage of.

10.4 Threats
•

Population dynamics - Rural areas in BC and Canada face different demography and
population threats through potential depopulation and irregular influxes of temporary
populations such as tourists and work crews. In general, rural areas have a higher share of
elderly population than urban ones and where population loss occurs there is an adverse
cycle of disinvestment and loss of services. This can place additional strain on critical service
delivery such as health care. However, it is also possible that some rural areas will
repopulate through the in-migration of urban-based residents. In either case, the process
alters the structure of the population and the economy.
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•

•

•

Rural inequity – The flow of provincial wealth is concentrating in the southwest and
regional centres like Kamloops, Prince George and Nanaimo. Employment and income
disparities are growing as new investment targets urban areas and traditional resource
developments stall. There are many interaction points in this dynamic but a stricter
regulatory climate that disfavours major projects is an important one.
Forestry – Forestry was once the lifeblood of major swaths of rural BC from Vancouver
Island to the Interior and northwest. Outside of the northeast and several mining
communities, the dominant economic base activity was forestry. Major changes in forestry
policy, declining timber quality, natural disasters such as fires and pine beetle,
environmental pressures, industry consolidation, trade disputes with the United States and
secular downturns in commodity prices have conspired to make the industry a shadow of its
former self. Major licensees are now investing more capital outside the province than
within. Further decline in the industry, marked by further mill closures and employment loss
will increase transition pressures on rural communities.
Barriers and resistance to change - Resistance to innovation and inertia plays a major role
in hampering innovation and economic transitioning. Clearwater has developed a culture
based primarily on forestry, with contributions from tourism, agriculture and
transportation. In 2019, Clearwater’s tourism industry was worth $45 million (Groulx 2020,
pers. comm.) Unfortunately, the forestry part of the economy has fallen away, and this is
putting pressure on the community to change. The capability and willingness to adapt and
cope is limited however, sometimes out of fear but also because of habits, routines and
worldviews tend to be set and will rarely change among individuals. There are other
dynamics involved, for example where a particularly strong group or initiative may hinder
other parties from getting involved and voicing their interests and opinions. The creation of
an enabling environment where knowledge exchange is activated and innovation and
change embraced is key to rural sustainability and development.
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11.2 Focus Group Participants
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bahal, AJ, Best Western/Clearwater Lodge
Bang, Jim, Simpcw Band Administrator
Barstow, Marilou, TL Meals
Bradstock, Lori, Principal- RR Elementary
Bradstock, Peter, IT
Bruns, Myles, FLNRORD
Butcher, Susanne, Operations Manger-Yellowhead Community Services
Chahal, Mandeep, Wells Gray Inn
Chang, CW, Brookfield Mall
Chorney, Al, Simpcw Resource Group
Coates, Darren, Principle CSS
Cooperman, Josee
Dodd, Kurt, KDC Consulting
Eillot, Rachael, RBC
Frizzle, Lynne
Gray, Blair, Community Futures – Thompson Country
Gunster, Max, Small Scale Salvage
Hurst, Joanna, Food Security / Farmers Market
Knox, Kay
MacLennan, Warren & Heather
Madden, Sherri, Thompson Nicola Regional District
McAloney, Pearl
Miller, Mitch
Minci, Harry, Clearwater Gems
Miller, Linda/Kerry, Clearwater Dollar Store
Molina, Stephanie, Tourism Wells Gray
Muddiman, Kim, Nest Timberhomes
Muddiman, Noelle
Pickering, Laura
Roger, Tim Hortons
Ross, Susan, TRU
Scott, Liquid Lifestyle
Selbee, Linda
Soles, John, Chief of Staff Physicians
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•
•
•
•

Studdart, Michelle, Administrator-DMH
Sych, Shelly, Jasper Way
Wadlegger, Crystal
Wadlegger, Seppi, Wadlegger Logging

11.3 Economic Development Task Force Meeting (June 22)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shelley Sim, Councillor – Chair
Florence Admundson
AJ Bachhal
Doug Borrow
Hans Wadlegger
Hugh Graffunder
Jeff Lamond
Jon Kreke
Kris Olson
Lorne Selbee
Nikki Vincent, (Jack Keough)
Ron Rotzetter
Ron Lampreau
Sam Charvet
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12 Appendix A – Survey Results
12.1 Community Survey
1) The District of Clearwater and TNRD Electoral Area A had a population of approximately
3,870 in 2018. Looking forward to 2025, what is your view of population change?
Figure 7 includes 207 responses and highlights that almost half (47%) of residents see
population growing slightly between 2018 and 2025.

Figure 7 Looking Forward to 2025 What Is Your View of Population Change
Population will
noticeably larger
than in 2018
13%

Population will be
slightly larger than
in 2018
47%

Population will be
less than in 2018
9%

Population will be
similar to that in
2018
31%
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2) How satisfied are you with Clearwater and area as a place to live?
Figure 8 highlights that of the 208 responses, a total of 41% of survey participants are very
satisfied with Clearwater and area as a place to live.

Figure 8 Satisfaction with Clearwater and Area as a Place to Live
Not at all satisfied
2%
Somewhat
satisfied
10%
Extremely
satisfied
23%
Satisfied
24%

Very satisfied
41%

3) Please identify any amenities that you would like to see in the Clearwater area that would
make it a more desirable place to live.
A total of 160 respondents provided answers to amenities they would like to see in Clearwater
and area with multiple responses mentioned including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grocery store competition
Swimming pool
Agri Plex to bring more local and outlying areas together in agriculture
More maintained trails for bikes, walking and horseback riding around the community
A 24-hour gas station
Have something done with the old Safety Mart
Fitness centre/gym/racket ball court
Golf driving range
Brew pub/coffee shop
Optometrist, physio, acupuncturists, theatre
Bike and walking lanes. Dog park
Laundromat
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4) What portion of your household purchases are made in Clearwater?
A total of 205 survey participants completed this question with a full 43% of them stating they
purchased 61 to 80% of their goods and services from Clearwater and area.

Figure 9 Resident Spending in Clearwater and Area
0 to 4 percent
0%

5 to 20 percent
5%
21 to 40
percent
10%

81 to 100 percent
24%
41 to 60 percent
18%

61 to 80 percent
43%
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5) Do you see yourself living in Clearwater in five years time (2025)?
All 209 respondents answered this question, and as illustrated in Figure 10, a full 77% plan to be
living in the Clearwater area in five years time.

Figure 10 Living in Clearwater Area in Five Years Time

No, will have
moved from
Clearwater in five
years time.
6%

Don't know where
I will be in five
years time.
17%

Yes, living in
Clearwater area in
five years time.
77%
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6) How would you like to see the Clearwater area change in the future?
Based on 183 responses, and as illustrated in Figure 11, two-thirds of respondents favour
modest growth in the economy and population moving forward.

Figure 11 Preferred Population and Economic Growth for Clearwater
Low growth in the
economy and
population
12%

Remain the same Not sure
2%
2%

Significant growth
in the economy
and population
17%

Modest growth in
the economy and
population
67%

7) Which business development priorities do you feel are important for Clearwater and
area?
There was a total of 183 responses to the question of business development priorities, with
most respondents indicating it was important (important, very important, or extremely
important) to attract new businesses/entrepreneurs and help existing businesses expand and
be more competitive. As illustrated in Table 24, a slightly smaller number felt it was important
to help entrepreneurs and start-ups locally.

Table 24 Importance of Specific Business Development Priorities
Not
Important

Somewhat
Important

Important

Very
Important

Extremely
Important

Weighted
Average

Attract new businesses/entrepreneurs

2.2%

15.4%

26.4%

33.5%

22.5%

3.59

Help existing businesses expand and be
more competitive
Help entrepreneurs and start-ups

3.3%

11.1%

30.4%

34.3%

21.0%

3.59

1.7%

18.2%

27.1%

34.3%

18.8%

3.50
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8) Please rank the following sectors based on your view of their potential to grow the local
economy.
A total of 184 responses provided insight on what sectors are felt to have the highest growth
potential. As illustrated in Figure 12, tourism was ranked the highest, followed by retirement
amenities and services.

Figure 12 Weighted Average of Potential Growth Sectors
Retirement amenities and services

3.76

Public Sector (e.g. health and government services)

3.33

Tourism

4.16

Professional, Scientific and Technical Services

3.04

Transportation infrastructure (i.e., trucking, pipeline,
railway, etc.)

3.28

Mining

2.97

Forest products manufacturing

3.41

Agriculture and agri-food

3.43

Logging and Silviculture

3.03
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9) Please rank the importance of the following economic development goals for the
community.
A total of 184 responses provided insight on the importance of specific economic development
goals. As illustrated in Figure 13, creating more local jobs ranked the highest, followed by
improving household incomes.

Figure 13 Ranking Importance of Economic Development Goals
Improve quality of life for residents

3.82

Grow the labour force

3.33

Grow the local population

2.96

Grow business investment and activity

3.82

Improve household incomes

3.85

Create more local jobs

4.2

10) What are Clearwater and area's most important economic strengths?
A total of 142 respondents provided insights into their top three strengths for Clearwater and
area. Table 25 outlines the strengths mentioned by more than one respondent. Tourism
followed by Well Gray Park, and outdoor amenities were by far the most identified strengths.

Table 25 Top Three Most Important Economic Strengths
Strength # 1

Strength # 2

Strength # 3

Tourism

Tourism

Wealth of local artists

Wells Gray Park

Logging

Retirement amenities and services

Outdoor recreation

Public Sector

Available industrial infrastructure

Low cost living

Agriculture/Ranching

Retail hub

Affordable housing

Highway traffic/Hwy 5

Mineral Potential

Forestry

Access to education

Health services

Pipeline

Lifestyle

Hardworking residents

Access to transportation

4 seasons

Lots of amenities despite small size
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11) What are Clearwater and area's most significant economic weaknesses?
Again, 142 respondents provided insights as to what they saw as the top three weaknesses in
Clearwater and area. Table 26 outlines the weaknesses mentioned by more than one
respondent.

Table 26 Top Three Most Significant Weaknesses
Weakness #1

Weakness #2

Weakness #3

Shortage of Tourism infrastructure

Shopping is limited

Too much reliance on tourism

Low paying jobs

Poor Internet

Lack of community fitness/medical
rehabilitation facilities

Not manufacturing from waste wood
products

High property taxes

Mill closure

TNRD regulation

Seasonal industry

High cost of construction

no sawmills yet we have logs around
us

Lack of self-employed
businesses

Lack of economic diversity

Too many old people

Lack of qualified employees

Lack of local job training

Lack of swimming pool

Limited
business/employment
opportunities

Too many visitors just drive through

medical staff/not enough stability

No industrial tax base

Lack of investment in new industries

Too little local control of land
resource

No natural gas access

12) What type of housing is most needed in Clearwater? Please select your highest ranked
response.
Respondents identified several housing needs for Clearwater, and as outlined in Figure 14, 27%
identified the need for rental housing as a priority.
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Figure 14 Housing Most Need in Clearwater
Mobile home
2%
Other
8%
Rental
27%

Town homes
11%
Apartment
9%
Affordable
living for low
income
15%

Senior living
facilitates
12%
Single family
detached
16%

13) How has COVID-19 impacted your employment status?
A total of 178 people responded to this question, and over 30% stated they were still working in
late May and early June (Figure 15).

Figure 15 COVID-19 Impacts on Employment Status
Other (please specify)
I am retired or was not in the paid labour force
I lost my job with the forestry curtailments in the area
and I am still unemployed
I have permanently lost my job because of COVID-19
I am still working but my hours have been reduced as
result of COVID-19
I am temporarily unemployed because of COVID-19
Still working, nothing has changed
0.0%

5.0%
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14) Are you currently using any of the following federal COVID-19 programs?
A total of 174 responded if they were drawing on any federal COVID-19 programming. As
illustrated in Figure 16, by far the largest response was that they were not (57.5%).

Figure 16 Participation in Federal COVID-19 Programming
Other

6.9%

Not applicable

57.5%

Increased Canada Child Benefit (CCB) - $300 for 2020

20.7%

Minimum withdrawals for Registered Retirement
Income Funds

0.6%

Canada Emergency Student Benefit (CESB) - $1,250
available from May to August 2020

0.6%

Canada Emergency Response Benefit (CERB) - $2,000 a
month

13.8%
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15) Do you have concerns moving forward regarding job security or potential job
opportunities due to COVID-19?
Of the 177 responses to the question of whether there was concerns moving forward regarding
job security or potential job opportunities due to COVID-19, 35% said yes, while a further 20%
said they were already retired (Figure 17).

Figure 17 Concerns Regarding Job Security

Retired or not in
paid labour force
20%

Yes
35%

Not sure
10%

No
35%

16) Do you have concerns with meeting your monthly financial obligations because of COVID19?
Of the 177 respondents, 28.8% said yes they had concerns with meeting their monthly financial
obligations because of COVID-19, while 71.2% said they did not.
17) If yes to Question 16, what is your greatest financial concern?
Of the 97 people that answered this question, the greatest financial concern was “other
financial concerns” followed by mortgage. However, a full 36% identified that they do not have
any specific financial concerns.
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Figure 18 Greatest Financial Concern

Other
28%

Mortgage
23%

Student loan
0%
Credit Card debit
8%
Line of Credit
1%

Not applicable
36%

Car Loan
4%

18) Do you think that your household will need foodbank assistance over the next 6 months
because of COVID-19?
Of the 176 respondents, 2.8% said yes, they will need the food bank in the next 6 months
because of COVID-19, while 84.7% said no they would not need it, and the remaining 12.5%
were not sure.
19) Do you think that your household will need other social assistance in the next 3 to 6
months because of COVID-19?
Of the 176 respondents, 6.3% said yes, they will need other social assistance over the next 3 to
6 months, while 73.2% said no they would not need assistance, and 20.5% are unsure.
20) Do you have any other comments concerning how COVID-19 has impacted you or will
impact you over the next year?
Table 27 provides a list of selected responses on COVID-19 impacts.

Table 27 Other Comments of COVID-19 Impacts
Low tourism $
Our business relies on the forestry industry, if that decreases, we decrease.
As for financial institutions if no one get Covid we will continue to work.
Covid 19 is a normal virus that social media has overblown. I’m disappointed in all levels of government for not
allowing activities to continue.
Spouse drives tour buses, hoping tourism picks up soon, unable to retire yet due to large financial loss of
investments with Covid
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I’m less likely to dine-in at local restaurants and will be limiting my exposure in public places/shopping due to
health risk and a health professional in the household.
Will not be taking annual planned winter vacations.
Must plan visits with family living away (elderly parent) and grandchildren with Covid in mind (limiting exposures
prior to visits)
lack of travel
Getting really tired of the everchanging regulatory policy/fallout from COVID19
Children’s educational interruption
Lack of social/community events will negatively affect my mental health. (isolation) Also lack of physical contact: I
could sure use a hug!!!
Not being able to visit family who live miles away.
I’m retired, on a disability pension. I’ve been buying groceries for my grandchildren and their father. Single parent
family.
Now I’m out of money!
May not work at all
Covid laws needs to loosen up and let us go back to how life was.
Without a job, I don't know what is going to happen. It's not easy to get good paying jobs here in Clearwater for
women. I haven't had to work for minimum wage and now I might have to. This will be ok, but I wish Clearwater
had more professional opportunities.
Availability of medical personnel.
Social life. Seniors have many activities that we have had to stop re social distancing.
I have to move from my home, and cannot find local housing so I will be leaving the area
Negative impact to selling my home.
I feel that it has impacted our children’s mental health a bit by being socially isolated however I feel as a strong
community we can return to normalcy.
Just dealing with the unknown and needing to remain flexible and to adjust to situations as they arise, recognizing
that some activities cannot return to how they were before for a considerable time - there's a bit of grieving with
that
Need more “reach out” services. Feels like a lack of compassion in town and lack of care for what’s going on
around us. Clearwater is not immune and has its own form of racism
Has not severely impacted me to date.
I need tourism. Open the park and quit commercializing it so tourists stay in Clearwater.
As a fire-fighter for Blackpool the extra gear and decontamination procedures are having an impact however in
general no real effect as we are rural, and my sources tell me it is NOT Airborne. (military affiliation)
Affects EI hours for winter
not being allowed to visit family outside my bubble possible additional cancellation of vacation
We won't need the foodbank, but I don't think that our kids will be able to do what they used to do. We will have
to cut back on many extracurricular. Everything in our family will be trimmed back.
Significant impact to our backcountry lodge business. Interesting guests continue to book from US, and other
Canadian provinces - yet we are uncertain if we will operate this winter. This would result in job loss for our staff.
We will likely operate under enhanced protocols, and likely a 50% reduction in net revenues.
I have lost my main income stream for 2020 and I am not sure how I will make it up
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It has wiped out my opportunities for sports photography - large group get together documenting-weddings - and
studio work. but if we can pivot and use the adjusted new requirements work will start coming back. But it is slow
for sure.
Tourism based business will need assistance to get through the winter as income is made in the 5 summer
months to pay mortgages etc. during the winter. Simply having mortgages and land tax deferred leaves
insurmountable debts for future years. Rents are being paid by the government but not interest or mortgages most unfair on those brave enough to try to purchase their business premises!!
Sad that I am still working full time but not bringing home more than $2000 when others not working are getting
$2000 for staying home. Doesn’t seem correct to me.
No tourists no catering. It’s going to be hard as there is too much competition in Clearwater for the local
population to support
I've had my mortgage on hold for 2 months, but my interest compounds so I have MORE Debt. This has created
MORE DEBT personally.
I am most worried about the effect on health care, surgery postponements, etc. Of course, the constant worry
and lack of contact with friends.
Clearwater has specialized in international tourism for years. It has been great for the community but in hindsight
balancing that with tourists from BC may be wise moving forward.

21) What is your age?

Figure 19 identifies the age of the survey respondents.

Figure 19 Identified Age of Survey Respondents
75 years or older
5%

Less than 18 years
0%

18 to 24 years
1%

25 to 34
years
11%
65 to 74 years
22%

55 to 64 years
24%

35 to 44 years
18%

45 to 54 years
19%

22) How many years have you lived in Clearwater and area?

Figure 20 outlines the number of years that survey respondents have lived in Clearwater and
area.
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Figure 20 Number of Years Survey Respondents have lived in Clearwater and Area
Less than 1 year
4%

1 to 4 years
14%
21 years or more
45%

5 to 10 years
17%

16 to 20
years
9%

11 to 15 years
11%

23) If you have lived in Clearwater for less than five years, please tell us why you chose to
move to the community. Please select the response that most greatly influenced your
decision.
Figure 21 outlines the reasons respondents had for moving to Clearwater and area who have
arrived in the past five years. The most common responses were rural character, work and
affordable place to live.
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Figure 21 Reason to Moving to Clearwater and Area
Other (please specify)

9.0%

Access to health care

6.4%

Affordable place to retire/retirement

3.9%

Family and friends

11.5%

Work/employment opportunity

24.4%

Housing selection

3.9%

Affordable place to live

21.8%

Lifestyle and recreational opportunities

16.7%

Rural character and scenic beauty of area

26.9%

I have lived in Clearwater and area for more than 5 years

46.2%

24) Please provide us with any additional feedback you may have.
Table 28, provides a list of selected responses of additional feedback provided by
respondents.

Table 28 Additional Respondent Feedback
Keep Clearwater great without raising taxes. Kill more mosquitoes. Increased sports means increased tourism,
good for jobs and health. Keep crime down.
Clearwater is a beautiful area; it needs infrastructure to attract the right kind of people to grow the town in a
safe and favourable manner. We love it here and are grateful to be part of this community and look forward to
contributing to it.
Fix the problem at hospital hill before more children die,
stop allowing parallel parking on the southbound lane from the firehall to the Elks lodge.
need to create “off leash” dog park in our town, preferably near Dutch Lake since dog restrictions now in place
in this area
With a young family, across to childcare and health care are key
The revolving door on the medical centre in regard to our doctors, is my BIGGEST concern. There was a survey
sent/done a couple of years ago in regard to the health care in the community.
We live in Little Fort, but are with the Elk's, two senior groups, Hospice and carpet bowling. Moving here was a
chance to retire 11 1/2 years ago. Love this country life. Have no feedback at present.
Extremely concerned about the inappropriate spending on unnecessary things during a time of Financial
Heartships. The Road Maintenance is very poor. Bottom Line is if Taxes in our Town go up, we will have to move
no matter how much we like Clearwater.
Beautiful community to live in but we need to find a way to provide good jobs for young people to balance out
the age spread.
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Clearwater is a friendly, old style help your neighbour community. People are very community oriented.
People who have to work through covid 19 don't get anything. We work hard to protect everyone. All i hear is i
got money for this and for that. I would get more money if i didn't work.
By law Enforcement should be generating revenue
The town taxes need to follow a consistent algorithm for increases and not be so arbitrary.
I am quite concerned for the public-school system. I do not think that there are sufficient resources to be able
to adequately deal with the complications that COVID-19 brings.
Reduce municipal taxes!
Clearwater needs to be self-sufficient.
I found the building regulations prohibitive. Other communities encourage second residences on properties. We
need more rental and senior housing.
More accountability & community input in decisions and less financial outside in-put.
I love the quietness and beauty of Clearwater.
I hope that the community thinks bigger and looks to be a real economic force in the valley. Forget Kamloops.
We could build a better conference hall and then have somewhere nice for community dances and functions
and host small conferences.
I think Clearwater has a lot of potential and appeal and is affordable and accessible. Interesting - I hear that real
estate continues to sell during the Covid pandemic, people seem to be moving to rural communities for lifestyle
choices. I think Clearwater should continue to invest, and develop community and lifestyle (access to trails,
green spaces, wilderness, quality amenities).
Clearwater should also pursue attracting light industry / manufacturing - we are well positioned with access to
transportation infrastructure, water, and again affordable accessible land. Value added forestry products would
make sense - the Wells Gray Community Forest could provide access to wood supply.
I love that though Clearwater is small, we are able to buy anything we need here. I only wish more people would
shop local instead of going to Kamloops every weekend for things that are only a couple dollars cheaper.
I’m concerned about:
-Retention of professionals - My family is likely going to lose our GP because of certain old-guard doctors driving
them away
-systemic bullying in the elementary school
If I were to give any key takeaway, which I'm sure anyone reading this survey is aware of, Without enhancing the
amenities Clearwater has to offer, it will continue to struggle to attract new workers in the many fields that
require hiring out of town, such as Medical - dental - Government etc.
Growing local jobs is difficult and seems to be somewhat volatile.
I work remotely for a company in Alberta and while the options for real estate were limited (musts: town
water/sewer, excellent cell/internet, and affordable - I ended up in Weyerhauser), I wouldn't have it any other
way.
I moved to Clearwater bc it is a small town. I'm not really interested in seeing it grow.
I think that the intersection at the Wells Gray Hotel should be looked after, pertaining to a light or a
roundabout.
23 very hard to answer. We needed a hospital nearby, that's where search began, wanted rural but close to a
city, housing was very affordable, beauty of area and access to recreation.
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Moved here for job at the mill. Now that opportunity is gone forever and no new industry coming to town. We
will be moving away.
Friendly and helpful communication minded people.
It may be beneficial for ideas of small business that could flourish here to be made public. We may need
another bus service.
Clearwater should keep a continuous focus on wildfire resiliency. We should not underestimate the danger to
the community.
TNRD Regulations are making the area less palatable to many existing residents, ourselves included.
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12.2 Business Survey
1) Over the next year, I feel the Clearwater and area economy will grow.
A total of 69 business respondents provided a mixed assessment on whether the economy will
grow over the next year.

Figure 22 Clearwater and Area Economy Will Grow Next Year
Strongly disagree
4%

Strongly agree
6%

Disagree
29%

Agree
33%

Neither agree nor
disagree
28%

2) How satisfied are you with Clearwater and area as a place to do business?
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Figure 23 outlines business responses concerning their satisfaction at doing business in
Clearwater and area. With a total of 69 business respondents, only 4% stated they were not at
all satisfied.
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Figure 23 Satisfaction with Clearwater as a Place to do Business
Extremely satisfied
6%

Not at all satisfied
4%

Very satisfied
23%

Somewhat satisfied
36%

Satisfied
31%

3) Please rank the importance of the following attributes to your business.
Of the 70 business responses to this question, the highest-ranking attribute was quality.

Figure 24 Importance of Business Attributes
Quality

4.49

Price

3.7

Product Choice

3.44

Convenience

3.55

Customer Services Experience

4.27

4) What portion of your sales are made to customers who are NOT residents of Clearwater
and area?
Based on 70 business responses, a full 39% of businesses are very dependent on non-residents
for their business viability. Non-residential business is also important to another 28%, with sales
ranging from 21% to 80% (Figure 25).
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Figure 25 Business Sales to Non-Residents of Clearwater and Area

0 to 20 percent
33%

81 to 100 percent
39%

61 to 80 percent
6%

41 to 60
percent
11%

21 to 40
percent
11%

5) Which business development priorities do you feel are important for Clearwater and
area?
A total of 69 business respondents answered this question, with “helping existing businesses”
receiving the highest score with a weighted average of 4.2 (Figure 26). This included 42% of
businesses that ranked “helping existing businesses as extremely important”.

Figure 26 Weighted Average of Business Respondents

Attracting new residents

3.94

Assist entrepreneurs and start-ups

3.75

Help existing businesses

4.2

Attract new businesses

3.68
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6) Please rank the following sectors for their future regional growth potential in the
Clearwater area.
Figure 27 highlights the business respondents felt that tourism had the highest growth
potential among the various business sectors in Clearwater and area. Further, of the 69
business respondents, a full 65.2% gave it a ranking of excellent potential, the highest ranking.
This is followed a distant second place with oil and gas which received 25.0%, ranking it as
having excellent potential.

Figure 27 Weighted Average of Sectors with Future Regional Growth Potential
Technology and Research
Public Sector (e.g. health and government services)
Telecommuting
Home based businesses and crafters
Education (private and public training institutions)
Retail and Wholesale Trade
Arts, Culture, Entertainment
Tourism
Construction
Transportation, warehousing and storage
Manufacturing (non-forestry)
Manufacturing (value added wood)
Mining and mineral exploration
Forestry (logging and wood processing)
Alternative energy (e.g. wind, solar, bioenergy)
Oil and gas (including pipeline maintenance)

2.78
3.02
3.4
3.31
2.80
2.94
3.04
4.46
3.08
2.99
2.97
3.43
3.08
3.22
3.36
3.44

7) Please rank the importance of the following economic development goals for the District
of Clearwater.
Figure 28 outlines the weighted ranking of economic development goals by the business
respondents and highlights that creating sustainable jobs (with 4.45) ranked highest, followed
by creating more local jobs. Of the 69 business respondents, 56.2% ranked creating sustainable
jobs as extremely important, the highest ranking, while 41.2% ranked creating more local jobs
as extremely important.
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Figure 28 Weighted Ranking of Economic Development Goals
Attract and retain the workforce

4.00

Improve access to affordable housing

3.32

Grow the local population

3.63

Increase the tax base

3.38

Enhance quality of life

3.83

Improve household incomes

3.71

Create sustainable jobs

4.45

Create more local jobs

4.22

8) Please rank the importance of the following in capitalizing on existing and future growth
opportunities.
Table 29 outlines the business respondents ranking of the importance of capitalizing on existing
and future growth opportunities. As illustrated, communications infrastructure was ranked very
important, the highest ranking, by 72.5% of the 69 business respondents. This was followed by
availability of capital with 55.1% of businesses ranking it as very important, and business
support services where 53.6% ranked it as very important.

Table 29 Ranking of Importance of Capitalizing on Existing and Future Growth
Opportunities
Very
Important
Communications infrastructure (internet/phone)
Transportation infrastructure (rail, air, road)
Available energy sources (e.g., three-phase power, natural gas)
Local education/training opportunities
Local skilled workforce
Business support services
Availability of capital
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72.5%
44.9%
33.3%
42.0%
47.1%
53.6%
55.1%

Moderately Neutral
Important
15.9%
40.6%
44.9%
36.2%
47.1%
36.2%
31.9%

10.1%
14.5%
21.7%
21.7%
5.9%
10.1%
13.0%

Not
Important
1.5%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
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9) What best describes the sector that your business operates in?
Figure 29 includes responses from 61 business operators and highlights the diversity of business
responses received.

Figure 29 Business Sector in which Business Respondents Operates
Other (please specify)

50.82%

Public Services (i.e., health, education, government
administration)

1.64%

Personal and Business Services

13.11%

Retail/Wholesale Trade

14.75%

Manufacturing

1.64%

Primary (e.g. oil and gas, agriculture, logging, mining)

11.48%

Construction

6.56%

10) How many years has your business been in the Clearwater area?
Figure 30 outlines the number of years that the 61 business respondents have been in business
in the Clearwater area. It is almost split evenly between businesses that have been in operation
for more than 16 years and those who have been in operation for 15 years or less.

Figure 30 Years Been in Business in Clearwater Area
Less than 1 year
7%

More than 26
years
28%

1 to 5 years
20%

6 to 10 years
21 to 26
11%
years
10%
16 to 20 11 to 15
years
years
11%
13%
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11) What factors influence your decision to keep your business in the District of Clearwater?
Table 30 outlines the factors that influenced the 61 business respondents who identified the
three most important factors to keep their business in the District of Clearwater.

Table 30 Three most important factors to keep business in Clearwater
Highest importance

Second most important

Third most important

Support of our veterans and the community
Customer base

Affordable location

Competition

profitability, able to make a living, and pay
ourselves

livability, infrastructure and
development opportunities

low taxes, tax rate should
equal service level, we are
high now compared to better
serviced communities

Sales

Location

Customers

Tourism

Cost of living

less competition

Work close to HOME

Love the community

Enjoy the area

Access to operating area.

growth potential

affordability

Pleasant environment

Supportive "customer" base

habit

I live here

I like the feel of a small town

Don't like big cities

The local support

Just opened and can't throw
away my start up costs

Growth

Transportation

Workforce

available timber supply

local market for logs and
lumber

way of life

convenience

ease of local transportation

tourism

Family is all here.. for now

It’s a beautiful place

Geographically it’s well placed
for tourists

Lifestyle

Ability to continue to work
where I live

Customers

Skilled work force (languages)

Transportation infrastructure

Availability of business
services

Location

Environment

I like it here

tourism

cheaper to run a business in
Clearwater

Work life balance

Being in a great community

Quality of life

Wells Gray Park

Sustainable tourism potential

quality of life
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Environmental protection and
preservation/responsible management of
natural resources

Affordability to live and
operate

Readily available services and
products

Capitalizing on Wells Gray Park

Location in the golden triangle

Relatively affordable housing

Tourists

economy

Wells Gray Park opened

Income

Amenities

Tourism

Tourism

Population with good income

Good environment

The people in the community.

We have a home & established
roots here.

The amount of tourism that
we normally have.

Family

Quality of Life

Tourists

amenities

affordability

Wells Gray Park

European Tourism

Local services

tourism growth

town growth

friendly and outgoing business
community

Family

S Curitiba o life

Weather

forestry work

low business license fee

great place to live, work and
recreate

Forest Logging being restricted to have an
attractive environment

that we commercial businesses
get affordable insurance in
rural areas

attracting tourism

A good place to raise my children.

Community support

Love for the town

Love where we live.

Longtime landowner

Lots of customer potential,
until this year.

Love it in Wells Gray

Great People

Network of good Businesses

quality of Life

staff

Clearwater is where we want to live

Local contacts

Community Forest - access to
timber and funding for
community amenities

tradition

there is literally no place to
move within the district with
appropriate zoning

commitment, businesses have
demonstrated a commitment
to clearwater and are willing
to invest, ,many do however
the lack of good place
planning and zoning makes it
a challenge

Demand for business

Prospective clients

It's where we live

Wells Gray Park

Love where I live
I live here
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Viability to keep operating

Being able to afford a home

Tourism

local market

Keeping a good professional
standing
affordable

Family

The people who live here

Love the nature here

Possibilities in logging

Area (park, nature)

Infrastructure

There is a need for what we do in the area.

12) What factors most concern you about doing business in the District of Clearwater?
Table 31 outlines the factors that concern the 61 business respondents who participated.

Table 31 Factors Concerning Business Respondents About District of Clearwater
Greatest concern

Second greatest concern

Third greatest concern

Getting exposure

Getting supplies

Failure rate of small businesses

Loss of jobs leading to population
decline

Lack of affordable locations

lack of clear plan for the flats

lack of development opportunities

lack of able-bodied employees

Availability

Cost

Less Tourism

less infrastructure

Lack of support / understanding for
tourism industry

Internet

poor pool of employee skills

low expectation of business
quality

internet is not terrific

People can be clicky

Town not growing

Gossip

Access to markets

access to skilled labour and
professionals

employee retention

Availability of housing

Retention of staff

sustainability of business model

Right now, it is the lock down of the
world and no tourists

It will take some time to recover
from this lockdown and some
businesses will not survive.

that the loss of business will
cause a lot of stress for the
citizens of Clearwater

lack of tourism

lack of money spending for locals

lack of resources for new
businesses financially

Growth

Access (getting to and from)

Population

loosing our forest to over logging and
wildfire

poor economy

living in a desert with a bunch of
poor people

lack of diversity in local jobs

lack of safe and affordable rental
space

ageing population

lack of employee's

Material supply
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The cost of commercial land tax

Lack of willing employees

Growing drug trade and little
enforcement here

Qualified labour pool

Poor infrastructure (no/outdated
commercial real estate, no choice
in banking, poor internet,
bad/slow highway to Kamloops

Affordability/inflation (in general)

seasonal

not a bit enough local population

competition

Internet

Poor city planning and
infrastructure

Static business climate

IT Services

Poor city planning and
infrastructure

static population

Same as above really

Continued growth but maintaining
the small-town feel

Economy

Household incomes

Population

Too much reliance on international
tourism

Lack of commercial options
available to support my business

Need to promote the area to
home-grown travellers

None

None

None

Competition in a small town

Lack of hirable workers

High unemployment

Low tourism

Lack of business/income in the
winter
State of the economy during
Covid-19

The recent job losses in the
communities that have not been
recovered.

The increases in taxes that make it
hard for people to afford living
here.

Taxes

Lack of some services

Lack of business funding from banks

modernization of
communications/internet

Lack of public transit

downfall of the economy on a yearround basis

no real downtown centre area

not attracting new professional
to stay for long periods

Not enough new generation who shop
local

Limited variety of entertainment

Shop local banners and stronger
advertising

Wildfire risk

Lack of supermarkets

loss of forestry jobs

tourism not diverse enough

transient population base

deforestation

not to attract tourism anymore

not to get any commercial
insurance anymore

difficulty finding affordable &
appropriate business space to
rent/lease

job loss for the local population

Labor work force
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The town aesthetics with the
continued decline of the road
maintenance.
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Everything is very seasonal.

No large winter venues

Lack of off-season events and
activities
My current age, how many more
years will l be able to physically
manage?

Tourist population

Lack of long-distance public
transport

Seasonal Tourism need year-round

More assisted Living

high speed internet

staff

Finding the right people

Space for expansion

general increase in costs insurance, taxes

lack of focus for development planning

complete lack of developable land

lack of town centre and lousy
signage

Lack of retail options

Lack of potential clients

Prospective clients leaving town

Keeping people in town

People being able to afford
services

lack of tourism

local market doesn't have enough
money to spend and help local
businesses

The district does not support locally
owned businesses. Everything in town
revolves around Buy Low and the new
shopping area when very few
businesses are in that area.

Road Maintenance and
accessibility to areas other than
Buy Low in the winter.

Possible economic downturn in the
world

None

None

Decrease of logging

People move away, less
opportunities

No infrastructure

Need an Indoor Pool and Rec
Center

District needs to buck up and start
enforcing rules & regulations like a city
- not like a wannabe city
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uncertainty in the overall
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13) How many employees do you employ full-time (i.e., all year round)?
Of the 61 business participants, most of the respondents employ 3 or less full-time employees
(78.7%).

Figure 31 Number Full-time Employees
More than 100 employees
76 to 100 employees
41 to 75 employees
21 to 40 employees
11 to 20 employees
7 to 10 employees
4 to 6 employees

0.0%
1.6%
0.0%
1.6%
3.3%
8.2%
6.6%

0 to 3 employees

78.7%
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14) How many employees do you employ part-time (i.e., seasonally)?
Of the 58 business participants, most of the respondents employ 3 or less part-time employees
(72.4%).

Figure 32 Number of Part-Time Employees
More than 100 employees

0.00%

76 to 100 employees

0.00%

41 to 75 employees

0.00%

21 to 40 employees
11 to 20 employees
7 to 10 employees
4 to 6 employees

5.17%
8.62%
3.45%
10.34%

0 to 3 employees

72.41%
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15) Please provide any further comments you may have, including strengths, weaknesses,
or opportunities for the community that you feel are important.
Table 32 highlights the additional business respondent comments.

Table 32 Business Respondents Further Comments
Responses
I feel that we need a plan in place to promote all of the areas currently doing business in our town and
emphasize the three distinct town sites
We would like to see more support for local tourism products and businesses. For instance, Canfor
significantly modified viewscapes on the way to Wells Gray and the District had no comment or input in
objectives for viewscapes in the corridor. Tourism is increasing. We need to make sure local businesses
reap the benefits of this. It will be important to try and convince outside companies to work with local
operators or leave some economic benefits behind.
we need to create some vibrancy to the town that is energetic.
Biggest challenge has been attracting skilled labour and professionals willing to relocated to Clearwater.
People want access to services that they get in the larger cities. Gyms/pools/theatres
It is important to get the economy going again and let the world know that we are open for business!
our biggest weakness is poor forest management and it will affect our best strength, the beautiful area we
live in.
I feel tourism here could be pushed further, parks need to take on more operators and open for adventure
tour operators
We need diversification; more business-friendly policies by all levels of government; better connectivity to
Kamloops as hub; beautiful nature is our strength; we should preserve it better
With an improvement in IT infrastructure and transportation Clearwater has the potential to be a world class
live/work location for technology-based business
This is the best community I've been a part of in my 38 years of life! The people here are what make it what
it is and the various ways that is honoured through so many clubs, organizations, fundraisers, events etc. is
important. LOVE where we live!!
Clearwater needs to do more in developing opportunities for the winter season. Turn the long cold winter
into an opportunity and life will be balanced.
It’s said that any local economy depends on money spending in a community
And most persons who spend money are the younger Generation. So, for that we need to establish a
technical scoop where we draw students of carpentry plumbing or electrician or computer technician and
programmers.
If a licensee is to manage TFL 18, there should be a Recreation Fee allocated proportionately for the wood
harvested and charged as a Recreation Fee i.e. $2.00/m3 to allow for maintaining and upgrading the
Recreation Sites on that land base.
high speed internet is key
Our strength is that we are not like other places - that uniqueness makes for an attractive place to live and
visit. We have also been early adopters of emerging technology like biofuel - we need to continue this path
of innovation.
still nothing happening with Canfor’s many brownfields and this is so disheartening
I feel there is a lot of untapped opportunity in Clearwater and hope it gets realized so that we can make
decisions to benefit the community and build the town cohesively (keep all the three "downtown “areas built
up and each corresponding residential area supported
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